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DEFINITIONS AND GLOSSARY  

 

Some of the terms used in this Disclosure Document are defined and described in this section 
entitled “Definitions and Glossary”.  

While the words defined in the singular of course include the plural and vice versa, the terms 
reported below are to be interpreted in this Disclosure Document with the meaning indicated 
beside each of them:  

 

Purchase and Sale 
Agreement  

The agreement signed between UBI Banca and the CRC 
Foundation on 27th June 2016 regarding, amongst other 
things, the purchase by UBI Banca of the CRC Special 
Shares with effect from the date of signing the BRE Merger 
deed  

 

Independent Advisor  Citigroup, appointed as an independent advisor to the 
Related Parties Committee  

 

BRE Savings Shares  These savings shares issued by BRE  

 

BRE Ordinary Shares  The ordinary shares issued by BRE  

 

BRE Privileged Shares  The privileged shares issued by BRE  

 

CRC Special Shares  The BRE Privileged Shares and the BRE Savings Shares 
held by the CRC Foundation  

 

Network banks:  BBS, BPA, BPB, BPCI, BRE, BVC and Carime (considered 
jointly)  

 

BBS Banco di Brescia San Paolo CAB S.p.A. 

 

BPA Banca Popolare di Ancona S.p.A. 

 

BPB Banca Popolare di Bergamo S.p.A. 

 

BPCI Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria S.p.A. 
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BRE Banca Regionale Europea S.p.A. 

 

BVC Banca di Valle Camonica S.p.A. 

 

Carime Banca Carime S.p.A. 

 

Circular No. 263/2006  Bank of Italy Circular No. 263 of 27th December 2006 
containing regulations for the prudential supervision of banks 
concerning risk assets and conflicts of interest with 
connected parties  

 

Citigroup Citigroup Global Markets Limited 

 

Related Parties 
Committee  

Related parties and connected parties committee of UBI 
Banca  

 

Management Board  The Management Board of UBI Banca  

 

Supervisory Board  The Supervisory Board of UBI Banca 

 

Convention  The “convention” agreement signed between UBI Banca and 
the CRC Foundation on 27th June 2016 as illustrated in the 
subsequent sub-section 2.1.7  

 

Date of the Disclosure 
Document  

The date of publication of this Disclosure Document  

Date of Effect  The date on which the Merger comes into effect as forecast 
in accordance with sub-section 2.5 of this Disclosure 
Document  

 

Deloitte & Touche Deloitte & Touche S.p.A. 

 

Right of Withdrawal  The Right of Withdrawal held by holders of BRE Privileged 
Shares and BRE Savings Shares in accordance with Art. 
2437, paragraph 1, letter g), of the Italian Civil Code  

 

Disclosure Document  This disclosure document drafted in accordance with Art. 5 
of the Issuers’ Regulations  
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CRC Foundation  Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo 

 

Monte Foundation  Fondazione Banca del Monte di Lombardia 

 

Foundations  The CRC Foundation and the Monte Foundation  

 

Merger  The merger by acquisition of the Network Banks into UBI 
Banca  

 

BPCI Merger  The merger by acquisition of BPCI into UBI Banca  

 

BRE Merger  The merger of BRE into UBI Banca  

 

UBI Banca Group  UBI Banca and its subsidiaries  

 

Operation  The operation to reorganise the UBI Banca Group and to 
create a “Single Bank” which involves the implementation of 
the Merger and the signing of the Purchase and Sale 
Agreement and the Convention  

 

Business Plan  The 2019-2020 Business Plan communicated to the market 
by UBI Banca on 27th June 2016  

 

Merger Project  The project for the Merger drafted by the Management Board 
of the Merging Company and by the Boards of Directors of 
the Merged Companies pursuant to Art. 2501-ter of the 
Italian Civil Code  

 

Exchange ratios  The exchange ratio is reported in sub-section 2.4 of the 
Disclosure Document  

 

Issuers’ Regulations  Regulations approved with Consob (Italian securities market 
authority) Resolution No. 11971 of 14th May 1999 and 
subsequent amendments and additions  

 

Regulation No. 
17221/2010  

Regulation approved with Consob Resolution No. 17221 of 
12th March 2010 and subsequent amendments and additions  

 

Related Parties Regulation to govern transactions with parties related to UBI 
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Regulation  

 

Banca  

Connected Parties 
Regulation  

Regulation to govern transactions with connected parties of 
the UBI Banca Group in implementation of title V, chapter 5 
of Circular No. 263/2006, adopted by UBI Banca  

 

UBI Illustrative Report  The illustrative report on the Merger Project drafted in 
accordance with Art. 2501-quinquies of the Italian Civil 
Code and articles 70, paragraph 2, and 72, paragraph 1-bis, 
of the Issuers’ Regulations  

Illustrative Reports  The UBI Illustrative Report and the illustrative reports 
prepared by the Boards of Directors of BPA, BPCI, BRE, 
BVC and Carime in accordance with Art. 2501-quinquies of 
the Italian Civil Code  

 

Merged Companies  The Network Banks  

 

Merging Company  UBI Banca 

 

Companies 
Participating in the 
Merger  

The Network Banks and UBI Banca  

 

The Consolidated 
Banking Act  

Legislative Decree No. 385 of 1st September 1993  

 

Consolidated Finance 
Act  

Legislative Decree No 58 of 24th February 1998  

 

UBI Banca  Unione di Banche Italiane S.p.A. 

 

UBISS  UBI Sistemi e Servizi S.c.p.A.  
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INTRODUCTION  

 

This disclosure document (the “Disclosure Document”) has been drawn up by UBI Banca 
S.p.A. (“UBI Banca”) in accordance with Art. 5 of the Regulation adopted by the Consob 
(Italian securities market authority) with the approval of Resolution No. 17221 of 12th March 
2010, as subsequently amended and added to ("Regulation No. 17221/2010"), containing 
provisions on related-party transactions and with the “Regulations governing transactions of 
parties related to UBI Banca S.p.A.” adopted by UBI Banca (the “Related Parties 
Regulation”) with reference to the information and rationalisation of the banking Group led by 
UBI Banca (the “UBI Banca Group”), according to a “Single Bank” model (the “Operation”).  

The Operation involves the merger by acquisition (the “Merger”) into the Parent, UBI Banca, of 
seven local banks belonging to the UBI Banca Group (the “Network banks”) and more 
specifically: Banca Regionale Europea S.p.A. (“BRE”), Banca Popolare Commercio e Industria 
S.p.A. (“BPCI”), Banca Popolare di Bergamo S.p.A. (“BPB”), Banco di Brescia San Paolo 
CAB S.p.A. (“BBS”), Banca Popolare di Ancona S.p.A. (“BPA”), Banca Carime S.p.A. 
(“Carime”) and Banca di Valle Camonica S.p.A. (“BVC”).  

As part of that Operation, certain agreements were signed between UBI Banca and the 
Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo (“CRC Foundation”), the current shareholder of 
BRE, connected with the Merger designed to ensure a faster and certain conclusion to the 
Operation as a whole involving the following: (i) the purchase by UBI Banca of saving shares 
and privileged shares issued by BRE and held by the CRC Foundation (jointly the “CRC 
Special Shares”) (the “Purchase and Sale Agreement”) and (ii) a “convention” agreement 
containing provisions concerning a shareholders’ agreement designed to allow the CRC 
Foundation to maintain certain prerogatives connected with the pursuit of institutional purposes 
(the “Convention”).  

The Operation and the relative merger project (the “Merger Project”) were approved by the 
Management Board and the Supervisory Board of UBI Banca - within the scope of their 
respective responsibilities - on 20th June 2016 and 27th June 2016, respectively, and the subject 
was also raised on 15th June 2016 and 21st June 2016, respectively.  

With regard to the two Network Banks BRE and BPCI, the relative merger by acquisition into 
UBI Banca and, with regard to BRE, the purchase of the CRC Special Shares were approved 
subject to a prior opinion in favour of the UBI Banca Related and Connected Parties Committee 
given on 27th June 2016.  

The Merger Project was also approved by the Boards of Directors of the Merged Companies – 
within the scope of their responsibilities - on 27th June 2016, and the subject was also raised on 
20th June 2016.  

The Merger Project was submitted to the Bank of Italy on 1st July 2016 as part of an application 
for authorisation drawn up in accordance with Art. 57 (Mergers and spin-offs) and Art. 56 
(Amendments to articles of association) of the Consolidated Banking Act. The Merger was then 
authorised by the Bank of Italy with a provision of 30th August 2016.  

Following the issue of the Bank of Italy authorisation, the competent boards of directors of the 
Companies Participating in the Merger acknowledged that the Merger Project had been 
approved and could therefore be filed with the competent company registrars in accordance with 
the combined provisions of Art. 2501-ter of the Italian Civil Code and Art. 57 of the 
Consolidated Banking Act. At the same time those boards resolved to employ as the financial 
position in accordance with Art. 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code, the financial position as 
at 30th June 2016 resulting from their half yearly financial reports, which confirmed the range of 
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values on the basis of which the exchange rates indicated in the Merger Project had been 
defined.  

The Management Board of UBI Banca has therefore convened an Extraordinary General 
Meeting of the Shareholders of UBI Banca for 14th October 2016, in single call, to approve the 
Merger Project.  

This Disclosure Document has been made available to the public by UBI Banca in accordance 
with the procedures and within the time limits laid down by the regulations in force by 
depositing it at the registered office at 8 Piazza Vittorio Veneto, Bergamo 24122 and by 
publishing it on the corporate website (www.ubibanca.it) and on the storage facility entitled 
“1info” (www.1info.it).  

The documentation required by the Italian Civil Code and by the Consolidated Finance Act in 
relation to the Merger procedure and to the Operation has been made available to the 
shareholders of the Companies Participating in the Merger according to the procedures and 
within the time limits laid down by the law and the regulations.  
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1 NOTICES  

 

1.1 Risks connected with potential conflicts of interest arising from related-party 
transactions  

Necessary conditions for the application of the procedure provided for by the Related Parties 
Regulation  

The Operation implements a related-party transaction, precisely because UBI Banca and its 
subsidiaries, who – as such – are related parties of UBI Banca itself, participate in it.  

In consideration of this, with regard to the merger by acquisition of BBS, BPA, BPB, BVC and 
Carime, the operation is exempt from the application of the Related Parties Regulation adopted 
by UBI Banca in accordance with Regulation No. 17221/2010, because it is carried out between 
UBI Banca and its subsidiaries in which other UBI Banca related parties hold no significant 
interests (in accordance with Art. 4, letter g), of the Related Parties Regulation and Art. 14, 
paragraph 2 of Regulation No. 17221/2010).  

As concerns BRE and BPCI, in consideration of (i) the composition of the shareholders of BRE 
and BPCI and (ii) the nature of the relationships existing between the Foundations and UBI 
Banca as well as between the CRC Foundation and BRE and between the Monte Foundation 
and BPCI respectively, as described later in this document, while the Merger is carried out by 
UBI Banca with its subsidiaries, it has not been considered exempt in accordance with the 
aforementioned Art. 4, letter g) of the Related Parties Regulation, because, by making a 
particularly rigorous interpretation in terms of the substance of the regulations governing related 
party transactions, significant interests of other parties have been found in the Operation who, 
while they are not formally related parties of UBI Banca, they have been considered as such, 
and these parties are the aforementioned Foundations.  

In this respect, it is reported that the CRC Foundation and the Monte Foundation hold 
investments in the share capital of UBI Banca of 2.23% and 1.598% respectively.   

The CRC Foundation also holds an investment of 24.904% in the entire share capital of BRE 
and 24.122% in the share capital with voting rights in an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting 
of BRE, a percentage which does in fact give it the power of veto over the approval of the BRE 
Merger because the articles of Association of BRE require a qualified majority of 76% of the 
share capital for the approval of merger resolutions.  

The Monte Foundation holds 16.237% of the share capital of BPCI.  

As concerns shareholders’ agreements, with regard to UBI Banca, the Foundations do not form 
part of any agreement which guarantees the Foundations representation on the governing bodies 
of UBI Banca, nor which gives then individual powers of influence over UBI Banca’s decisions.  

On the other hand, both the Foundations form part of shareholder agreements with UBI Banca 
which recognise certain governance rights to the CRC Foundation and the Monte Foundation 
over BRE and BPCI (appointment of two board members) and some designation rights in 
relation to some members of the governing bodies of other companies in the UBI Banca Group, 
other than BRE and BPCI.  

In consideration of the foregoing, the Purchase and Sale Agreement concluded between UBI 
Banca and the CRC Foundation constitutes a related-party transaction.  

As concerns the nature, either of greater or lesser importance, of the Operation, in consideration 
of the strategic character of the Merger and the Operation as a whole and of its importance, it 
has been considered jointly by the Management Board and by the Supervisory Board of UBI 
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Banca as a “Strategic Operation of Greater Importance, the responsibility of a Shareholders’ 
Meeting”, with the consequent application of the procedure described by articles 14 and 16 of 
the Related Parties Regulation and the involvement of the UBI Banca Related Parties 
Committee, which on 27th June 2016 issued a unanimous opinion in favour of the merger by 
acquisition into UBI Banca of BRE and BPCI and of the purchase of the CRC Special Shares.  

Necessary conditions for the application of the procedure provided for by the Connected Parties 
Regulation  

To provide full information, we report that in accordance with Art. 2.2 of the regulations 
governing transactions with parties connected with the UBI Banca Group adopted by UBI 
Banca (the “Connected Parties Regulation”), in implementation of Bank of Italy Circular No. 
263/2006, UBI Banca’s subsidiaries are classified as “Connected Parties” of UBI Banca because 
they are related parties of it.  

Given this, nevertheless the Connected Parties Regulation does not apply in relation to the 
merger by acquisition into UBI Banca of Carime, BPA, BPB, BBS and BVC, because in 
accordance with Art. 5.1, letter c) of the Connected Parties Regulation, no significant interests 
of other UBI Banca related parties exist in any of those banks.  

The Foundations, on the other hand, are deemed to be Connected Parties of UBI Banca in 
consideration of the investments held by the CRC Foundation and the Monte Foundation in 
BRE and in BPCI respectively, and the ability of those Foundations to exercise considerable 
influence over BRE and BPCI on the basis of the provisions contained in the shareholders 
agreements entered into by each of them with UBI Banca in relation to BRE and BBCI, in 
accordance with which the Foundations have the power to appoint “one or more members of the 
body with the strategic supervision function of UBI Banca or another banking member of a 
supervised institution in the UBI Group” (Art. 2.2 of the Connected Parties Regulation).  

In view of the above, the aforementioned opinion was provided by the Related Parties and 
Connected Parties Committee of UBI also in accordance with the Connected Parties Regulation 
of UBI Banca and with Bank of Italy Circular No. 263/2006. In compliance with the 
aforementioned Circular No. 263/2006, a similar opinion in favour was also given by the 
Connected Parties Committees (or equivalent bodies) of the Network Banks, with the exception 
of BBS and BPB, because those companies benefited from the exemptions provided for by the 
applicable regulations because they are wholly owned by UBI Banca.  

 

2 Information concerning the Operation  

2.1 Description of the characteristics, procedures, terms and conditions of the Operation  

2.1.1 Characteristics and timing of the Merger  

The Merger involves the merger by acquisition of the Network Banks into the Parent, UBI 
Banca, in accordance with and within the meaning of articles 2501 and following of the Italian 
Civil Code.  

The Operation and the Merger Project were approved by the Management Board and the 
Supervisory Board of UBI Banca - within the scope of their respective responsibilities - on 20th 
June 2016 and 27th June 2016, respectively, and the subject was also raised on 15th June 2016 
and 21st June 2016, respectively.  

With regard to BRE and to BPCI, the relative merger into UBI Banca and the purchase of the 
CRC Special Shares were approved subject to a prior opinion in favour of the UBI Banca 
Related and Connected Parties Committee given on 27th June 2016.  
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The Merger Project was also approved by the Boards of Directors of the Merged Companies – 
within the scope of their responsibilities - on 27th June 2016, and the subject was also raised on 
20th June 2016.  

The Merger Project was submitted to the Bank of Italy on 1st July 2016 together with an 
application for authorisation drawn up in accordance with Art. 57 (Mergers and spin-offs) and 
Art. 56 (Amendments to articles of association) of the Consolidated Banking Act. This was also 
valid, with specific reference to the terms of the Purchase and Sale Agreement and of the 
Convention (cf. below sub-sections 2.1.6 and 2.1.7), as a communication in accordance with 
Art. 20 of the Consolidated Banking Act and the relative implementation regulations issued by 
the Bank of Italy.  

The Merger was then authorised by the Bank of Italy with a provision of 30th August 2016.  

Following the issue of the aforementioned authorisation, the competent boards of directors of 
the Companies Participating in the Merger acknowledged that the Merger Project had been 
approved and could therefore be filed with the competent company registrars in accordance with 
the combined provisions of Art. 2501-ter of the Italian Civil Code and Art. 57 of the 
Consolidated Banking Act. At the same time those boards resolved to employ as the financial 
position in accordance with Art. 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code, the financial position as 
at 30th June 2016 resulting from their half yearly financial reports, which confirmed the range of 
values on the basis of which the exchange rates indicated in the Merger Project had been 
defined. The Management Board and the Supervisory Board of UBI Banca, within the scope of 
their responsibilities, then approved the illustrative report on the Merger in accordance with Art. 
2501-quinquies of the Italian Civil Code and Art. 70, paragraph 2 and Art. 72 paragraph 1-bis of 
the Issuers’ Regulations, and convened an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of UBI Banca 
for the approval of the Merger to be held on 14th October 2016.  

The Merger Project was then deposited by the Companies Participating in the Merger at their 
respective registered offices, together with the UBI Illustrative Report and the other Illustrative 
Reports, and was published, together with the illustrative reports, on the corporate website of 
UBI Banca at the address www.ubibanca.it as well as on the authorised storage facility entitled 
“1info” (www.1info.it). The Merger Project was also filed by the Companies Participating in the 
Merger with the competent company registrars within the time limits set by the regulations and 
legislation currently in force.  

In accordance with Art. 2501-quater of the Italian Civil Code, for all the Companies 
Participating in the Merger the financial positions employed as a reference in the Merger Project 
consist of the financial position as at 30th June 2016, resulting from their first-half financial 
report approved as at that date by the competent management bodies. The aforementioned 
financial positions have been deposited at the registered offices of all the Companies 
Participating in the Merger and they have also been published on the corporate website of UBI 
Banca at the address www.ubibanca.it as well as on the authorised storage facility entitled 
“1info” (www.1info.it).  

In accordance with the legislation and regulations currently in force and within the same time 
limits, the financial statements for the last three financial years of the Companies Participating 
in the Merger have also been made available by depositing them at the registered offices of all 
the Companies Participating in the Merger and by publishing them on the corporate website of 
UBI Banca at the address www.ubibanca.it.  

The Merger will be submitted to the approval of the competent Shareholders’ Meetings of the 
Companies Participating in the Merger, which are scheduled for the following dates:  

- Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of UBI Banca: 14th October 2016;  

- Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of BPA: 13th October 2016;  
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- Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of BPCI: 13th October 2016;  

- Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of BRE: 14th October 2016;  

- General Meeting of the Holders of BRE Savings Shares: 14th October 2016;  

- General Meeting of the Holders of BRE Privileged Shares: 14th October 2016;  

- Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of BVC: 11th October 2016;  

- Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of Carime: 13th October 2016;  

As concerns BBS and BPB, the Merger decision will be taken by their respective Boards of 
Directors, in accordance with Art. 2505 of the Italian Civil Code and their respective articles of 
Association by the date scheduled for the UBI Banca Shareholders’ Meeting.  

The time limit of fifteen days for objections to be lodged by creditors in accordance with the 
combined provisions of Art. 57, paragraph 3 of the Consolidated Banking Act and Art. 2503 of 
the Italian Civil Code will run from the last date on which merger resolutions are filed with the 
competent company registrars.  

With specific reference to the BRE Merger, the time limit of fifteen days for the exercise of the 
Right of Withdrawal by holders of BRE Privileged Shares and of BRE Savings Shares who did 
not approve the Merger (cf. below) will run from the date of the filing with the company 
Registrar of Cuneo of the merger resolution passed by the competent Shareholders’ Meetings of 
BRE.  

Following completion of the foregoing, the Companies Participating in the Merger will proceed 
to sign the Merger deed.  

The Merger Project allows for the Merger to be carried out (i) in full by the merger by 
acquisition of all the Network Banks or (ii) partially by the merger by acquisition of some of the 
Network Banks.  

That same Merger Project also allows for the Merger to be carried out all at once or in steps, 
each of which may entail the merger of one or more of the Merged Companies, and, in either 
case, by entering into separate deeds of merger (as governed by art. 2504 of the Italian Civil 
Code).  

In any event, the Merging Company will maintain the name of “Unione di Banche Italiane 
S.p.A.”, as well as the current company objects of UBI Banca.  

Following the Merger, the current shareholders of the Merged Companies other than UBI Banca 
will be allotted newly issued shares of UBI Banca on the basis of the Exchange Ratios indicated 
below. On the other hand, the shares of the Network Banks currently held by UBI Banca will be 
cancelled when the exchange takes place.  

 

2.1.2. Exchange ratios  

The Exchange Ratios for the exchange of the shares of the Merged Companies into the shares of 
the Merging Company, indicated in the Merger Project, have been determined – within the 
scope of their respective responsibilities – by the Management Board and by the Supervisory 
Board of UBI Banca, as well as by the Boards of Directors of the single Network Banks 
concerned, as follows:  

 in the case of the merger of BRE: 0.2402 UBI Banca shares for each BRE ordinary 
share and 0.4377 UBI Banca shares for each BRE savings share;  

 in the case of the merger of BPCI: 0.2522 UBI Banca shares for each BPCI share;  
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 in the case of the merger of BPA: 6.0815 UBI Banca shares for each BPA share;  

 in the case of the merger of Carime: 0.1651 UBI Banca shares for each Carime share;  

 in the case of the merger of BVC: 7.2848 UBI Banca shares for each BVC share.  

In the cases of BBS and BPB no exchange ratio was determined because these companies are 
wholly owned by UBI Banca.  

On the other hand, no exchange ratio was calculated for the BRE Privileged Shares because in 
accordance with the Purchase and Sale Agreement described in the following sub-section 2.1.6, 
on the date on which the merger deed for the BRE Merger is signed, the Merging Company will 
purchase all the BRE Privileged Shares and therefore no exchange of this class of shares will 
take place.  

The valuation methods used to determine the Exchange Ratios are described in the following 
sub-section 2.4.2.  

As concerns the fairness of the Exchange Ratios, on 8th September 2016 the relative fairness 
report (attached to this Disclosure Document: Attachment 3) was issued by Deloitte & Touche, 
as the “common expert” appointed by the Court of Bergamo in accordance with Art. 2501-
sexies, paragraph 4 of the Italian Civil Code.  

 

2.1.3. Methods of allotment of the Merging Company's shares  

The Merger will entail the cancellation of all shares of the Merged Companies and the allotment 
in exchange of new shares of UBI Banca with regular dividend entitlement to the shareholders 
of the Merged Companies other than UBI Banca. The shares of the Merged Companies that are 
held by UBI Banca at the Date of Effect for non-controlling interests of the Merger or of the 
respective merger transactions will, on the other hand, be cancelled without exchange.  

The number of new UBI Banca shares to be allotted in exchange to the individual shareholders 
of each of the Merged Companies will be determined by multiplying the number of shares of the 
Merged Companies respectively held by the specific Exchange Ratio and then rounding the 
result up to the next unit. There will be no settlements of balances in cash.  

The new UBI Banca shares will be managed in centralised, dematerialised form by Monte Titoli 
S.p.A., like the UBI Banca shares already outstanding. The new shares will also be listed on the 
Mercato Telematico Azionario (electronic stock exchange) organised and managed by Borsa 
Italiana S.p.A..  

 

2.1.4. Amendments to the Articles of Association of the Merging Company  

As a consequence of the Merger, the share capital of UBI Banca will be increased by a 
maximum of €189,444,377.50 through the issuance of a maximum of 75,777,751 shares without 
nominal value at the service of the exchange of the shares of the Network Banks held by 
shareholders other than UBI Banca.  

On the basis of the Exchange Ratios set out in the preceding section 2.1.2, the capital increase 
will be attributable as follows:  

 €96,024,597.50 to the merger of BRE, with the issuance of 38,409,839 shares;  

 €91,078,612.50 to the merger of BPCI, with the issuance of 36,431,445 shares;  

 €1,543,650.00 to the merger of BPA, with the issuance of 617,460 shares;  

 €60,042.50 to the merger of Carmine, with the issuance of 24,017 shares; and  
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 €737,475.00 to the merger of BVC, with the issuance of 294,990 shares.  

The merger of BPB and BBS will not have any effect on the share capital and number of shares 
of UBI Banca, since the share capital of each of the two Network Banks will be cancelled 
without exchange, because it is held 100% by UBI Banca.  

In any event, the above is without prejudice to the differing individual amounts of the capital 
increases and differing amounts of new shares due to, amongst other things, (i) the application 
of the rounding mechanism described above; (ii) the possible purchase by UBI Banca of the 
BRE Savings Shares held by BRE shareholders other than the CRC Foundation (as reported in 
the subsequent sub-section 2.4.2) and (iii) the possible exercise of the Right of Withdrawal by 
the holders of BRE Savings Shares other than the CRC Foundation, according to the terms set 
out in the following sub-section 2.1.5.  

Following the purchase by UBI Banca of the BRE Privileged Shares currently owned by the 
CRC Foundation, all the BRE Privileged Shares outstanding will be held by UBI Banca and will 
therefore be cancelled when the exchange takes place. The BRE Savings Shares purchased by 
UBI Banca before the BRE Merger takes effect will also be cancelled when the share exchange 
takes place.  

As a result of the increase in the share capital of UBI Banca at the service of the Merger, Art. 
5.1 of the Articles of Association of UBI Banca will be amended as a consequence, in order to 
reflect the new amount of the share capital and the new number of shares.  

In this regard, considering that, as stated in sub-section 2.5, it is planned to execute the Merger 
in three steps, Art. 5.1 of the Articles of Association of UBI Banca will be amended gradually, 
to reflect the resulting values of the share capital and the number of shares when each step has 
been completed.  

Furthermore, according to the Merger Project, other clauses of the Articles of Association of 
UBI Banca are to be amended as a further consequence of the Merger, as indicated below:  

 the addition of a provision to Art. 1 allowing the Merging Company to use the names, 
trademarks and distinctive signs of the Network Banks and all of the companies merged 
from time to time, including in combination with its own name, primarily as distinctive 
elements at the geographical level;  

 the elimination of all direct or indirect references to the Network Banks (repeal of Art. 
27.2, letters b) and c); amendment of Art. 28.2, letter g); repeal of art. 38.1, letter m), sub-
section (iii), and letter n), and amendment of Art. 40.6; consequent renumbering);  

 on the subject of the General Management, replacement (i) of the provision requiring 
appointment of the General Manager with the mere option of appointing a person to this 
position and (ii) of the provision allowing appointment of one or more Deputy General 
Managers with a provision requiring a General Management composed of the General 
Manager, where appointed, and members appointed by the Management Board, with a 
member of the General Management designated to act in the place of the Chief Executive 
Officer and, where appointed, the General Manager, due to their absence or impediment 
(amendment of article 42.1 and ensuing amendments/deletions: letter f) of article 28.2, 
article 32.1, article 33.2, letter h of article 34.1, article 35, article 42.2 and the resulting 
renumbering, with renumbering of article 42.3 and article 43.7) In this regard, the 
amendment of the provisions of the Articles of Association concerning the General 
Management is related to and consistent with the planned configuration of the 
organisational structure following the Merger;  

 in charitable endeavours, the introduction of a provision requiring the allocation to 
charitable, humanitarian, cultural and artistic aims of 2% of net profit, with a maximum 
of €12 million, after deducting the minimum allocations to the legal reserve required by 
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law and any allocations to the extraordinary reserve and/or other reserves approved by the 
shareholders' meeting, without prejudice, in any event, to compliance with the capital 
requirements set from time to time by the competent supervisory authorities, in contrast 
with the current provision allowing the shareholders' meeting to allocate an amount of no 
more than 1.5% of distributable net profit to such purposes (amendment of article 44.3, 
addition of articles 44.4 and 44.5 and resulting renumbering).  

All transitional measures currently present in the Articles of Association of UBI Banca will also 
be repealed in conjunction with the Merger as no longer effective.  

All of the foregoing amendments to the Articles of Association other than those concerning Art. 
5.1 will enter into effect from the effective date for non-controlling interests of the transactions 
included in the first step of the execution of the Merger, as identified in the following sub-
section 2.5.  

The text of the Articles of Association of UBI Banca, including the amendments indicated 
above, is contained in the attachment to the Merger Project and to the UBI Illustrated Report. In 
this respect, it is underlined that the amount of the new share capital and new number of shares 
have not been included in Art. 5.1, because, in view of the reasons illustrated above these 
amounts cannot be determined precisely before the Merger is completed.  

If the individual merger transactions are not concluded with a single Date of Effect and a single 
deed of merger is not drawn up, each deed of merger will contain an indication of the share 
capital and number of shares following the conclusion of only those transactions included in the 
deed of merger concerned.  

 

2.1.5 BRE Merger and Right of Withdrawal  

With specific regard to the merger of BRE, since BRE has issued privileged shares and savings 
shares (the BRE Privileged Shares and BRE Savings Shares respectively) which benefit from 
preferential treatment when net profit is distributed (Art. 22 of BRE's Articles of Association), 
the BRE Merger will entail a change of the profit-sharing rights for the holders of those classes 
of shares, considering that the UBI Banca shares that will be allotted in exchange will not 
receive preferential treatment when net profit is distributed.  

Therefore, the Merger must also be approved, with the majorities required by law and the 
Articles of Association, by the holders of BRE Privileged Shares – both in the Special General 
meeting of the holders of that class of shares and in the General Meeting of the Shareholders of 
UBI Banca convened to approve the Merger Project – and by the holders of BRE Savings 
Shares, in the relative special General Meeting for that share class.  

Holders of BRE Privileged Shares and holders of BRE Savings Shares who do not vote in 
favour of the Merger resolution in the relative meetings may exercise the Right of Withdrawal 
pursuant to Art. 2437, paragraph 1, letter g), of the Italian Civil Code.  

In this connection, it bears remarking that, given the understanding reached with the CRC 
Foundation in the context of the Purchase and Sale Agreement, and further considering that the 
CRC Foundation is the only non-controlling shareholder of BRE that holds BRE Privileged 
Shares, the Right of Withdrawal may only be exercised by holders of BRE Savings Shares other 
than the CRC Foundation, up to a maximum total of 681,826 BRE Savings Shares, equal to 
0.075% of BRE's entire share capital.  

The exercise price of the Right of Withdrawal (the "Price") is determined by BRE's Board of 
Directors, in consultation with BRE's Board of Statutory Auditors and BRE's independent 
auditors (KPMG S.p.A.), according to the terms established by current legislation and the 
criteria laid down in Art. 2437-ter of the Italian Civil Code. The price for exercising the Right 
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of Withdrawal will be published in a specific notice in the daily newspapers Il Sole 24 Ore and 
MF, again within the time limit laid down in Art. 2437-ter of the Italian Civil Code, of at least 
fifteen days prior to the date of BRE's Shareholders' Meeting called to decide on the merger 
pursuant to Art. 2502 of the Italian Civil Code and the date of the special General Meetings of 
holders of BRE Savings Shares and BRE Privileged Shares that will be called to approve the 
Merger resolution of BRE's General Meeting of the Shareholders.  

The additional information required for the exercise of the Right of Withdrawal that is not 
currently available, and more specifically the date of registration with the Cuneo Company 
Registrar of the resolution approving the merger of BRE into UBI Banca (the start date of the 
period of at least fifteen days established by Art. 2437-bis of the Italian Civil Code for exercise 
of the Right of Withdrawal) will be provided according to the same methods, as well as on the 
website www.ubibanca.it.  

The shares subject to the exercise of the Right of Withdrawal will be liquidated according to the 
procedure set out in Art. 2437-quater of the Italian Civil Code. During the course of the 
liquidation procedure, the shares subject to exercise of the Right of Withdrawal will be subject 
to a restriction of unavailability. In any event, these shares will be transferred with the same 
dividend entitlement associated with all BRE shares at the date of the transfer.  

As a shareholder of BRE, UBI Banca will exercise its option and pre-emption rights within the 
above liquidation procedure.  

In this regard, assuming that UBI Banca has a sufficient number of treasury shares, UBI Banca 
will have the option of purchasing immediately - without awaiting the conclusion and outcome 
of the offer in option and pre-emption procedure - the shares subject to exercise of the Right of 
Withdrawal and of executing the BRE Merger, together with BRE.  

If that option is exercised by UBI Banca, the other shareholders of BRE who might exercise the 
option and pre-emption right, even subsequent to the Date of Effect of the BRE Merger, will be 
satisfied by means of treasury shares held by UBI Banca on the basis of the Exchange Ratio for 
the BRE Savings Shares and against payment to UBI Banca of an amount equal to the total 
exercise price of the Right of Withdrawal for the BRE Savings Shares in question due to the 
exercise of the option and pre-emption right.  

Where adopted, this solution will ensure that the BRE Merger takes place, in any event, in the 
presence of an amount of the capital increase of UBI Banca at the service of the BRE Merger 
already defined at the Date of Effect of the BRE Merger.  

Even if validly exercised, withdrawal will not be effective if the BRE Merger is not concluded. 
Accordingly, the exercise price of the Right of Withdrawal will be paid to the entitled parties, in 
any event, after the Date of Effect of the BRE Merger, without prejudice to observance of the 
time limit of 180 days set out in the aforementioned Art. 2437-quater of the Italian Civil Code.  

 

2.1.6 UBI Banca – CRC Foundation Agreement in relation to CRC Special Shares  

As announced to the market by UBI Banca on 27th June 2016, the latter signed a preliminary 
purchase and sale agreement – the Purchase and Sale Agreement – with the CRC Foundation on 
that same date with which the CRC Foundation agreed to sell and transfer to UBI Banca – who 
agreed to purchase – the full and exclusive ownership of the CRC Special Shares, with effect 
from the date of signing the BRE Merger deed and subject to it being signed, but with legal 
effect prior to the signing of the BRE Merger and on condition that the CRC Foundation has 
voted in favour of the BRE Merger, in accordance with the provisions of that same agreement 
(cf. below).  
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The total price agreed for the purchase and sale of the CRC Special Shares is €120,000,000.00 
and it was calculated on the basis of valuation criteria and parameters consistent with those used 
for setting the Exchange Ratios.  

Under that same agreement, the CRC Foundation agreed to vote in favour of the BRE Merger in 
the relative Shareholders’ Meetings and with reference to all the shares held by it on the date of 
signing that same agreement. That commitment by the CRC Foundation is subject (i) to the 
circumstance that the Exchange Ratio for the BRE Merger is confirmed at 0.2402 UBI Banca 
shares for each BRE ordinary share and also (ii) to the approval of the BRE Merger by the 
General Council of the CRC Foundation – which is scheduled to be held at least one day before 
the UBI Banca Shareholders’ Meeting convened to approve the Merger – and (iii) to the 
authorisation of the Merger by all the competent authorities, inclusive of the Ministry of the 
Economy and Finance.  

 

2.1.7 Convention between UBI Banca and the CRC Foundation  

As disclosed to the market on 27th June 2016, when the Purchase and Sale Agreement was 
signed, UBI Banca and the CRC Foundation also signed a “convention” agreement (the 
“Convention”), which included provisions of a shareholder agreement nature, not significant 
within the meaning of Art. 122 of the Consolidated Finance Act. This Convention is designed to 
allow the CRC Foundation to maintain certain prerogatives connected with the pursuit of its 
institutional purposes reguarding the protection and promotion of the local communities in 
which BRE traditionally has its roots (i.e. in Piedmont, Valle d’Aosta, Tuscany, Liguria and in 
adjacent areas in France), which are currently provided for, in substantially similar terms, by a 
shareholders’ agreement relating to BRE signed by UBI Banca and by the same CRC 
Foundation on 13th May 2015.  

The Convention, which is scheduled to take effect as a replacement to the previous 
shareholders’ agreement, on the date on which the BRE Merger takes effect for statutory 
purposes, provides, amongst other things, for the following:  

 recognition of the CRC Foundation’s right to appoint a full member of the Board of 
Statutory Auditors of UBI Pramerica SGR S.p.A, UBI Factor S.p.A., UBI Leasing S.p.A., 
UBISS and Prestitalia S.p.A.;  

 a commitment by UBI Banca, with effect from the date on which the BRE Merger takes 
effect and for a period of 24 months following that update, to also maintain and use the 
name “Banca Regionale Europea” or another name which nevertheless identifies BRE 
within its own advertising signs in all the operating units located in the aforementioned 
geographical area in which BRE operates and which before the date of effect of the BRE 
Merger belonged to BRE itself;  

 a commitment by UBI Banca to ensure that the management of the North West General 
Geographical Area is transferred from Turin (the current headquarters of BRE’s general 
management) to Cuneo;  

 a commitment by UBI Banca, in observance of the optimisation goals pursued by the 
“Single Bank” Project, to pay attention to the issue of the protection of employment in the 
North West General Geographical Area and in the Province of Cuneo, confirming in 
particular, in line with the provisions of the shareholders’ agreement currently in force, 
the choice of the “Cuneo Centre”, for carrying out UBISS’s activities and those of the 
UBI Banca Group that concern out-of-court dispute settlement.  
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2.2 Indication of the related parties with whom the Operation will be carried out and the 
nature of the relationships  

The Operation implements a related-party transaction, precisely because UBI Banca and its 
subsidiaries, who – as such – are related parties of UBI Banca itself, participate in it.  

In consideration of this, with regard to the merger by acquisition of BBS, BPA, BPB, BVC and 
Carime, the operation is exempt from the application of the Related Parties Regulation adopted 
by UBI Banca in accordance with Regulation No. 17221/2010, because it is carried out between 
UBI Banca and its subsidiaries in which other UBI Banca related parties hold no significant 
interests (in accordance with Art. 4, letter g), of the Related Parties Regulation and Art. 14, 
paragraph 2 of Regulation No. 17221/2010).  

As concerns BRE and BPCI, in consideration of (i) the composition of the shareholders of BRE 
and BPCI and (ii) the nature of the relationships existing between the Foundations and UBI 
Banca as well as between the CRC Foundation and BRE and between the Monte Foundation 
and BPCI respectively, as described later in this document, while the Merger is carried out by 
UBI Banca with its subsidiaries, it has not been considered exempt in accordance with the 
aforementioned Art. 4, letter g) of the Related Parties Regulation, because, by making a 
particularly rigorous interpretation in terms of the substance of the regulations governing related 
party transactions, significant interests of other parties have been found in the Operation who, 
while they are not formally related parties of UBI Banca, they have been considered as such, 
and these parties are the aforementioned Foundations.  

The following is underlined in this respect:  

 the CRC Foundation and the Monte Foundation hold investments in the share capital of 
UBI Banca of 2.23% and 1.598% respectively.  

 the share capital of BRE is almost entirely held: by UBI Banca, with the following 
percentages: (i) 74.785% of the entire share capital and (ii) 75.629% of the share capital 
with voting rights in an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting of the shareholders of UBI 
Banca (consisting of ordinary shares and privileged shares); and (ii) by the CRC 
Foundation, with the following percentages: (i) 24.904% of the entire share capital and (ii) 
24.122% of the share capital with voting rights in an Extraordinary Shareholders’ Meeting 
of the shareholders of UBI Banca (consisting of ordinary shares and privileged shares), a 
percentage which does in fact give the CRC Foundation the power of veto over the 
approval of the BRE Merger because the articles of Association of BRE require a qualified 
majority of 76% of the share capital for the approval of merger resolutions;  

 the share capital of BPCI is held: (i) by UBI Banca with 83.76%; and (ii) by the Monte 
Foundation with 16.24%.  

As concerns shareholders’ agreements, with regard to UBI Banca, the Foundations do not form 
part of any agreement which guarantees the Foundations representation on the governing 
bodies of UBI Banca, nor which gives then individual powers of influence over UBI Banca’s 
decisions.  

On the other hand, both the Foundations form part of shareholder agreements with UBI Banca 
which recognise certain governance rights to the CRC Foundation and the Monte Foundation 
over BRE and BPCI (appointment of two board members) and some designation rights in 
relation to some members of the governing bodies of other companies in the UBI Banca Group, 
other than BRE and BPCI.  

In this respect, it is underlined that the aforementioned relationships have also been considered 
for the purposes of the application of the Connected Parties Regulation adopted by the Bank of 
Italy (cf. the previous sub-section 1.1).  
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Finally with regard to the other Network Banks involved in the Merger, UBI Banca holds:  

 100% of the share capital of BBS and BPB;  

 99.585% of the share capital of BPA;  

 98.726% of the share capital of BVC (of which 8.839% indirectly through BBS);  

 99.989% of the share capital of Carime.  

 

2.3 Indication of the operating reasons for the Operation and its attractiveness  

The implementation of the Merger, which forms an integral and fundamental part of the Group's 
2019/2020 Business Plan, approved by the Management Board and Supervisory Board of UBI 
Banca, within the scope of their respective responsibilities, on 20th June 2016 and 27th June 
2016 respectively, is designed to achieve the following strategic objectives:  

 to simplify decision-making processes at the UBI Banca Group and shorten the chain of 
command between the governing bodies of UBI Banca and network units, so as to increase 
the speed and efficiency with which the initiatives identified are implemented;  

 to increase the degree of standardisation of the methods for the application of sales, lending 
and human resources policies within the UBI Banca Group so as to strengthen risk 
oversight, amongst other objectives;  

 to reduce the number and duplication of management and administrative activities in the 
various operational areas, with a particular focus on IT and organisational functions;  

 to achieve significant cost savings, as a consequence of the increased efficiency indicated in 
the foregoing points.  

The execution of the Merger is based on a thorough revision of the Group's current 
organisational model, according to the following general structure:  

 the adoption of geographical market coverage based on (i) the presence of five newly 
formed General Geographical Areas, an offshoot of the seven current Network Banks, 
charged with implementing the general strategies set by the governing bodies of UBI Banca 
for the areas in question and directly responsible for operating results in those same areas 
and (ii) the presence of 36 Local Departments (instead of the current 45) reporting to the 
General Geographical Areas, charged with ensuring that commercial guidelines are 
adequately conveyed to the network, with a particular focus on the process of managing and 
monitoring credit pricing and quality. The structure of the General Geographical Areas was 
determined with the aim of ensuring that each would enjoy critical mass in terms of the 
number of operating outlets, customers and volumes, while also taking account of 
uniformity and geographical continuity, insofar as possible; in this regard, particular 
attention will be devoted to the needs and peculiarities of the areas in question, while also 
maintaining the brand in local areas  in the short/medium-term;  

 a rationalisation of the network units' overall structure through the elimination, in particular, 
of overlapping, at the level of both the branches and mini-branches (closure of 73 branches 
and nine mini-branches, transformation of 50 branches into mini-branches and three mini-
branches located within branches) and the Private & Corporate Unity units ("PCU") (one 
new unit opened, four closed and seven transformed into corners). As a result of the above 
changes, the Group's geographical network will consist (starting from the current situation 
with account taken of further action of an ordinary nature already planned) of 1,440 
operating outlets, divided into 1,056 retail branches, 346 mini-branches and 38 PCUs;  
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 simplification of the central units of UBI Banca, with a particular emphasis on planning, 
management control and administration (financial reporting, tax and supervisory 
compliance, and management of invoices receivable and payable);  

 the creation of business units organised by customer segment (in particular, Large Corporate 
and Top Private Banking) and, as such, more focused in terms of responsibility for results, 
and the enhancement of coverage of specific business segments (in particular, Remote 
Channels and International);  

 improved credit management through simplification of the approval process and the ensuing 
greater focus on monitoring problem loans and non-performing loans;  

 simplification of ICT and organisation functions, essentially as a result of (i) the elimination 
of specific IT environments (clones) used by each network bank as part of the UBI Banca 
Group target system and (ii) the simplification of activities to manage Group purchasing and 
back office functions: in this respect action is planned to upgrade the clone adopted by UBI 
Banca with the aim of containing IT risks connected with migration activities and the 
subsequent management of information flows.  

In economic terms, the efficiency gains tied to the Merger are to translate into cost savings that, 
once phase-in is complete (in the third year from the launch of execution of the project to 
merger the Network Banks into UBI Banca), are forecast to amount to a maximum of 
approximately €80 million a year, primarily attributable to staff costs, with the remainder 
consisting of other administrative costs, IT costs (elimination of the Network Banks' clones) and 
real-estate costs (branch closures). The amount of the synergies indicated above assumes that 
the maximum projected efficiency gains are achieved at the level of the UBI Group's workforce.  

The above cost savings will be accompanied by one-off charges for the execution of the project, 
indicatively amounting to a maximum of approximately €198 million, also assuming the 
maximum projected efficiency gains at the level of the workforce, and primarily attributable to 
staff costs (in particular, redundancy incentives); the remainder of the one-off charges refers to 
other administrative expenses (mainly services, commercial notices for customers and closures 
of operating outlets), IT investments and the depreciation and write-off of assets. Essentially all 
such charges will be incurred in 2016.  

Further information on the structure of the General Geographical Areas and on the action 
planned regarding branches, mini-branches and PCUs is given in the UBI Illustrative Report.  

 

2.4 Procedures for determining the valuable consideration for the Operation and 
assessment of its fairness with respect to market prices for similar operations.  

2.4.1 Advisors involved in the Operation, appointment criteria and relationships existing with 
the Companies Participating in the Merger  

With regard to the Single Bank Project, the Management Board and the Supervisory Board of 
UBI Banca received support from Morgan Stanley as a financial advisor.  

For its own activities, the Related Parties Committee received support from Citigroup, an 
independent financial advisor, selected by that committee from a shortlist approved by the 
committee itself containing advisors of proven ability, professionalism and experience in this 
type of operation.  

Verification of Citigroup’s independence and the absence of conflicts of interest between 
Citigroup and the UBI Banca Group was carried out by the Related Parties Committee on the 
basis of specific declarations issued by Citigroup.  
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More specifically, for this purpose Citigroup declared that on the date of its engagement, and 
without prejudice to that stated below, no situations existed which (i) might impair Citigroup’s 
independence in accordance with the rules on related-party transactions contained in Regulation 
No. 17221/2010 or (ii) would in any case give rise to conflicts of interest in relation to the 
activities that Citigroup has carried out regarding the Operation, which could not be adequately 
managed in accordance with policies and procedures adopted concerning conflicts of interest by 
Citigroup itself.  

As part of the aforementioned declaration, Citigroup disclosed that before the date of its 
engagement it had held (and also held on the date of its engagement) economic, capital and 
financial relationships with UBI Banca, with its subsidiaries and with companies controlled by 
or subject to common control with UBI Banca and it stated that during the course of its normal 
business activities it may have held on behalf of its clients or on its own behalf shares and/or 
bonds of UBI Banca, of its subsidiaries and of companies controlled by or subject to common 
control with UBI Banca, mainly in order to facilitate the trading activities of its clients, 
receiving fees in line with market practices.  

In relation to the foregoing, Citigroup nevertheless declared that it had taken the necessary and 
in any case appropriate measures to safeguard Citigroup’s independence and prevent conflicts of 
interest arising that cannot be adequately managed in accordance with policies and procedures 
adopted concerning conflicts of interest by Citgroup itself, making a commitment to maintain 
those controls until the date on which the Operation is concluded.  

Citigroup also stated that at the date of its engagement no managing director, director or 
associate of Citigroup itself occupied positions of management or supervision in the governing 
bodies of UBI Banca or in any of its subsidiaries or companies controlled by it or subject to 
common control with UBI Banca.  

On the basis of the above, Citigroup was therefore officially appointed by UBI Banca.  

On 27th June 2016, Citigroup, in its capacity as independent advisor to UBI Banca’s Related 
Parties Committee, issued its fairness opinion with which it found that, on the basis of the 
activities carried out by Citigroup and with the qualifications and limitations contained in the 
aforementioned fairness opinion, and also assuming the Operation as a single operation, the 
Exchange Ratios relating, amongst other things, to BPCI, to the BRE Ordinary Shares, to the 
BRE Savings Shares and also the valuable consideration that UBI Banca has agreed to pay, 
amongst other things, to the CRC Foundation for the Purchase of the CRC Special Shares in 
accordance with the Purchase and Sale Agreement, are fair from a financial viewpoint. 
Attachment 2 may be consulted for further information on the activities carried out by 
Citigroup.  

 

2.4.2 Valuation criteria used to determine the Exchange Ratios  

 
Methods used to determine the Exchange Ratios  

It should firstly be noted that the valuation process for determining the Exchange Ratios for the 
Merger did not involve BPB and BBS, since those Network Banks are wholly owned by UBI 
Banca and therefore the share capital of those companies will be cancelled without any 
exchange in accordance with Art. 2504-ter of the Italian Civil Code.  

Consequently, the aim of the valuation process for determining the Exchange Ratios was to 
prepare a comparative estimate of the values of the economic capital of the Companies 
Participating in the Merger, through the application of both multiple analytical and market 
criteria, contemplating both the qualitative characteristics and size of UBI Banca and the 
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Network Banks and also common valuation practice for similar transactions at the Italian and 
international level.  

According to standard valuation practice, the fundamental requirement for obtaining 
comparable values for merger purposes is the uniformity and comparability of the methods 
applied, as compatible with the characteristics of the companies and/or groups subject to 
valuation.  

Accordingly, the valuations were prepared with the aim of expressing a comparative estimate of 
the banks' values, with a focus on the consistency and comparability of the methods adopted 
rather than on determining the absolute values of the banks individually considered. Under no 
circumstances are the valuations to be regarded as possible indications of current or future 
market price or absolute value, nor may they be considered in contexts other than the present.  

In detail, the valuation methods used to determine the Exchange Ratios for the merger were as 
follows:  

 

 “Analytical" valuation methods:  

o the Excess Capital variant of the Dividend Discount Model;  

o the Warranted Equity Method;  

 Market Valuation Method:  

o Market Multiples;  

o regression analysis of the prospective return on tangible equity and the 
premium/discount on tangible book value expressed by market prices (price to 
tangible book value).  

Valuations were conducted on a stand-alone basis, without taking account of any synergies and 
extraordinary costs deriving from the Merger transaction.  

The banks' balance sheets and income statements as at and for the period ended 31st December 
2015 were used both to prepare the Merger Project, which were approved by the respective 
governing bodies of the Companies Participating in the Merger in June 2016, and to determine 
the Exchange Ratios set out below. As also better clarified below, the valuations underlying the 
Merger Project, carried out according to the above methods, were also prepared on the basis of 
the balance sheets as at 30th June 2016 of each of the Companies Participating in the Merger, as 
included in their respective half-yearly financial reports at that date approved by their respective 
governing bodies and used as the financial position of reference pursuant to Art. 2501-quater of 
the Italian Civil Code.  

The following is a detailed description of the methods used to determine the Exchange Ratio 
ranges.  

 

Dividend discount model  

The Excess Capital variant of the Dividend Discount Model ("DDM") determines the value of a 
company "W" according to the following formula:  
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DIVt = cash flows that may be distributed to the shareholders within the chosen time horizon 
on the basis of the income statement and balance sheet forecasts, while maintaining a 
satisfactory level of capitalisation;  

i = the discount rate represented by the cost of risk capital ("ke");  

VT = terminal value, calculated as the value of a perpetual growth rate estimated on the basis 
of an economically sustainable normalised level of cash flows and consistent with the 
sustainable growth rate ("g").  

The following were considered when estimating distributable cash flows:  

1. the balance sheets and income statements as at and for the period ended 30th June 2016 of the 
various Network Banks and the UBI Group;  

2. the projected 2016-2020 balance sheet and income statement figures of the various Network 
Banks and the UBI Banca Group, estimated by the management of UBI Banca on the basis 
of final 2015 figures, the budget for the current year and the expected performance of the 
main components of the income statement and balance sheet during the period concerned, 
drawn from the impairment test for the 2015 financial statements;  

3. a minimum capitalisation level to ensure the operation of the banks on a stand-alone basis, 
equal to 11.5% at the level of the CET1 ratio. A series of factors were considered when 
determining that threshold: (i) the current level of the UBI Banca Group's CET1 ratio as at 
30th June 2016 and (ii) the current level of Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process 
(SREP) for the UBI Banca Group, set at 9.25%, with the application of an additional margin 
deemed appropriate to react to potential future developments;  

4. a discount rate for the above cash flows ("Cost of Equity") corresponding to the return on 
equity demanded by investors/shareholders for investments with similar risk characteristics, 
calculated on the basis of the Capital Asset Pricing Model ("CAPM") according to the 
following formula:  

 

 
 

where:  

 Rf = the risk-free rate, i.e., the rate of return on risk-free investments, assumed to be equal 
to the yield on the ten-year BTP (1.5% as at 17th June 2016);  

 Rm – Rf = the market risk premium, that is the premium for the risk of investing in shares 
rather than in risk-free investments, set at 6.0% according to historical market series;  

 Beta = the correlation factor between the actual yield of an asset and the overall yield of 
the reference market (i.e., a measure of the volatility of the security compared to the 
market portfolio). For all Companies Participating in the Merger, a beta of 1.42 has been 
used, determined on the basis of the average beta for UBI Banca (sources: Global Barra 
Beta, Local Barra Beta and Bloomberg).  

Consequently, for all companies, a Cost of Equity of 10.1% has been assumed for valuation 
purposes;  

5. a nominal sustainable long-term growth rate ("Sustainable Growth Rate") of 1.0%, 
calculated on the basis of the estimated real growth rate and inflation and the sustainable 
growth rate of UBI Banca estimated by research analysts (specifically, the average values 
used by Deutsche Bank, Exane BNP Paribas, ICBPI and Barclays have been applied).  
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To ensure full appreciation of the sensitivity of the values obtained using the DDM to the 
valuation parameters adopted, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the discount rate (+/– 
1.0%) and the performance of net profit in 2016-2020, assuming a linear decrease over the plan 
period of 0% to 10%.  

 

Warranted Equity Method  

According to the Warranted Equity Method ("WEM", sometimes also referred to as the "Gordon 
Growth Model"), the value (W) of a company may be determined on the basis of the 
relationship between:  

 the bank's sustainable future profitability (in the form of the RoATE, i.e., the return on 
average tangible equity) in the long term, estimated on the basis of the 2019 expected 
RoATE, based on the banks' forecasts;  

 the sustainable growth rate (g) of the bank's profits in the long run, which in the case at hand 
coincides with the one used for the Dividend Discount Model, i.e., 1.0%;  

 the market return representative of the Cost of Equity, which in the case at hand was 
considered to be equal to the one used for the DDM, i.e., 10.1%;  

according to the following formula:  

 

 

  

To ensure full appreciation of the sensitivity of the values obtained through the WEM to the 
valuation parameters used, a sensitivity analysis was conducted for the discount rate (+/– 1.0%) 
and the sustainable growth rate "g" (+/– 1.0%).  

 

Market multiples method  

The Market Multiples Method is based on the analysis of the share prices of a sample of banks 
that are comparable to those being valued.  

In the case at hand, a sample of listed Italian banks was selected (Intesa Sanpaolo, UniCredit, 
Banco Popolare, Monte dei Paschi, Banca Popolare di Milano, Banca Popolare dell’Emilia 
Romagna, Banca Popolare di Sondrio and Credem), as further illustrated in the following table.  

Reference was made to the ratio of market value to estimated net profit (i.e., to price to earnings 
or "P/E"), deemed appropriate to represent the actual perception of the listed company's value 
by investors on the stock exchange and determined on the basis of:  

 a measurement period for official market prices of six months from 17th June 2016, with the 
aim of eliminating any distortions of valuation deriving from the extreme market volatility in 
recent months;  

 the estimated net profits of the comparable companies in 2018, determined on the basis of 
the data provided by Capital IQ.  

As an additional corrective factor in the adoption of this method, due in part to the high level of 
capitalisation of several of the Merged Companies, the values resulting from the P/E analysis 
were adjusted for all companies involved in the Merger to reflect the surplus capital, estimated 
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by applying a CET1 ratio cut-off of 11.5%. The surplus capital as at 30th June 2016 was added 
to the result of the Market Multiples Method.  

The following table provides an overview of the calculation of the market P/E multiples 
considered for valuation purposes:  

Source of data: Capital IQ as at 17th June 2016  

 

In order to define a range of values per share of the Companies Participating in the Merger, a 
change of +/- 20% of the value resulting from the application of the method was considered.  

 

Regression Analysis Method  

The Regression Analysis (or Linear Regression) Method determines the value of a company on 
the basis of the correlation, for a sample of comparable companies, between the prospective 
return on tangible equity (in the form of RoATE) and the premium/discount expressed by 
market values with respect to tangible book value (P/TBV). The P/TBV multiple that may be 
associated with the prospective profitability of the company subject to valuation may be drawn 
from an analysis of these values.  

The higher the correlation coefficient (which has a maximum value of 1), the more reliable the 
results produced by this analysis. In the case at hand, in a manner consistent with the Market 
Multiples Method, the market price of the banks in the sample was determined on the basis of 

 
P/E 2018E 

Intesa 9.2x 

UniCredit 5.5x 

Banco Popolare 12.1x 

MPS 4.7x 

BPM 9.4x 

BPER 6.9x 

 BPSO 9.9x 

Credem 10.2x 

Average  8.5x 
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the average official market price surveyed over the past six months, from 17 June 2016, with the 
aim of eliminating possible distortions in value deriving from extreme market volatility in 
recent months. The same sample was used for the Linear Regression Method as in the Market 
Multiples Method, considering the estimated RoATE in 2018 and 2016 P/TBV determined on 
the basis of the data provided by Capital IQ. The correlation coefficient in the case at hand is 
68%.  

 

 

Source of data: Capital IQ as at 17th June 2016  

 

Similarly to the Market Multiples Method, the result of the regression analysis was adjusted to 
reflect the surplus capital in terms of CET1 as at 30th June 2016, estimated according to the 
same target level (11.5%).  

In order to define a range of values per share of the Companies Participating in the Merger, a 
change of +/- 20% of the value resulting from the application of the method was considered.  

*** 

The application of the methods described above resulted in the identification of ranges of values 
for each share of the Companies Participating in the Merger, and thus the related Exchange 
Ratios, as shown in the following tables. In particular, the bottom end of each of the Exchange 
Ratio ranges has been determined by comparing the minimum value of the shares of each 
Network Bank with the maximum value of the shares of UBI Banca, whereas the upper end of 
each Exchange Ratio range has been determined by comparing the maximum value of the shares 
of each Network Bank with the minimum value of the shares of UBI Banca.  

 

 

 

 P/TBV 2016E  RoATE 2018 

Intesa 0.97x 10.1% 

UniCredit 0.47x 7.8% 

Banco Popolare 0.41x 3.3% 

MPS 0.21x 4.2% 

BPM 0.63x 6.4% 

BPER 0.51x 6.9% 

BPSO 0.57x 5.5% 

Credem 0.96x 8.7% 
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Merger of BPCI:  

 

 
BPCI value per share 

(€)  

UBI Banca value per  

share (€)  
Exchange ratio  

Method  Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DDM 1.19 1.55 4.29 6.56 0.1819x 0.3617x 

WEM 1.25 1.48 4.35 6.11 0.2043x 0.3415x 

Linear regression - six-month 
average  

0.89 1.34 2.97 4.45 0.2006x 0.4513x 

Italian bank multiples - six-
month average - P/E 2018E  

0.87 1.31 2.99 4.49 0.1941x 0.4367x 

 

 

Merger of BRE:  

 

 
BRE value per share 

(€)  

UBI Banca value per  

share (€)  
Exchange ratio  

Method  Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DDM 0.90 1.18 4.29 6.56 0.1369x 0.2758x 

WEM 0.92 1.08 4.35 6.11 0.1504x 0.2489x 

Linear regression - six-month 
average  

0.63 0.94 2.97 4.45 0.1410x 0.3173x 

Italian bank multiples - six-
month average - P/E 2018E  

0.63 0.94 2.99 4.49 0.1396x 0.3140x 

 

 

The figures for BRE in the foregoing table refer to the ordinary shares only;  

 

 

Merger of BPA:  

 

 BPA value per share (€) 
UBI Banca value per  

share (€)  
Exchange ratio  

Method  Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DDM 31.91 44.20 4.29 6.56 4.8675x 10.2972x 

WEM 33.35 41.93 4.35 6.11 5.4605x 9.6479x 

Linear regression - six-month 
average  

23.96 35.94 2.97 4.45 5.3843x 12.1148x 
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Italian bank multiples - six-
month average - P/E 2018E  

24.27 36.41 2.99 4.49 5.4037x 12.1583x 

 

 

Merger of Carime:  

 

 
Carime value per share 

(€)  

UBI Banca value per  

share (€)  
Exchange ratio  

Method  Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DDM 0.68 0.79 4.29 6.56 0.1030x 0.1832x 

WEM 0.69 0.75 4.35 6.11 0.1129x 0.1725x 

Linear regression - six-month 
average  

0.48 0.73 2.97 4.45 0.1090x 0.2452x 

Italian bank multiples - six-
month average - P/E 2018E  

0.48 0.73 2.99 4.49 0.1077x 0.2423x 

 

 

Merger of BVC:  

 

 
BVC value per share 

(€)  

UBI Banca value per  

share (€)  
Exchange ratio  

Method  Min Max Min Max Min Max 

DDM 41.22 60.72 4.29 6.56 6.2881x 14.1459x 

WEM 41.77 53.41 4.35 6.11 6.8392x 12.2898x 

Linear regression - six-month 
average  

29.60 44.39 2.97 4.45 6.6514x 14.9657x 

Italian bank multiples - six-
month average - P/E 2018E  

29.99 44.98 2.99 4.49 6.6751x 15.0189x 

  

 

Definition of the Exchange Ratios  

The Exchange Ratios were determined using a uniform criterion applied to all companies 
involved in the transaction, so as to ensure maximum valuation consistency, considering:  

 UBI Banca valued at €3.99 per share, identified by taking account of the performance of the 
market price of the shares during the period December 2015 - June 2016;  

 the merged companies valued according to a multiple of tangible book value as at 31st 
December 2015 of 0.65x, in addition to the regulatory capital at that same date in excess of 
the above-indicated CET1 target level.  
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The valuations conducted considering the balance sheet situations as at 30th June 2016, through 
the application of the methods indicated above, identify Exchange Ratio ranges that confirm the 
values determined when the Merger Project was approved.  

A value of €1.7464 per share was assumed for the BRE Savings Shares for the purpose of 
determining the pertinent Exchange Ratio - since the conditions had been met - without 
prejudice to the value of reference of €3.99 per each UBI Banca share.  

The above value coincides with the agreed price of purchase by UBI Banca of the CRC Special 
Shares, in accordance with the Purchase and Sale Agreement.  

That price, which is therefore the result of negotiations between UBI Banca and the CRC 
Foundation, was determined by considering the following circumstances, amongst others: (i) 
according to Art. 22 of BRE's Articles of Association, the BRE Savings Shares and the BRE 
Privileged Shares benefit from a preferential treatment compared to the BRE ordinary shares 
when distributing net profit, in terms of both a significant increase in the dividend and 
distribution priority; (ii) the BRE Privileged Shares held by the CRC Foundation are crucial to 
the exercise by the CRC Foundation of the right of veto discussed above in the general meeting 
of BRE's shareholders (article 10 of BRE's Articles of Association) and grant the CRC 
Foundation the power to determine the decisions of the special meeting of holders of BRE 
Privileged Shares.  

To safeguard the interests of holders of BRE Savings Shares other than the CRC Foundation 
(who hold a total of 681,826 BRE Savings Shares, or 0.075% of share capital), it was decided to 
use the price set in the Purchase and Sale Agreement for each of the BRE Special Shares 
(€1.7464) as the value of reference for determining the exchange ratio for the BRE Savings 
Shares and UBI Banca shares.  

Conversely, the BRE Privileged Shares were not considered when determining the Exchange 
Ratios - and thus for valuation purposes - since, as emphasised above, on the date of execution 
of the deed of merger for the BRE Merger, UBI Banca will become the owner of all of the BRE 
Privileged Shares, and those shares will therefore be cancelled without any exchange.  

Finally, the amount of €1.7464 also represents the unit price of settlement of any purchases by 
UBI Banca of the BRE Savings Shares held by shareholders of BRE other than the CRC 
Foundation, to be concluded by the date of execution of the deed of merger for the BRE Merger. 
If the holders of BRE Savings Shares other than the CRC Foundation express the intention to 
sell their shares to UBI Banca for cash before the date of execution of the deed of merger for the 
BRE Merger, UBI Banca will satisfy their requests.  

 

Reference date and documentation used  

The Companies Participating in the Merger for which Exchange Ratios were determined have 
been valued by considering a series of documents and information, including:  

 the balance sheet as at 30th June 2016 of each of the Companies Participating in the Merger, 
according to the half-yearly financial report at that same date approved by the governing 
body and used as the balance sheet of reference pursuant to Art. 2501-quater of the Italian 
Civil Code;  

 the historical and estimated 2016-2020 balance sheet and income statement data of the 
Companies Participating in the Merger and the UBI Banca Group, prepared according to 
uniform criteria by the competent internal bodies of the UBI Banca Group;  

 the historical and prospective capital structure useful for supervisory purposes of the 
Companies Participating in the Merger and the UBI Banca Group;  
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 the composition of the share capital of the Companies Participating in the Merger;  

 the current and prospective market data and available income statement and balance sheet 
information.  

 

Limits of the analysis and valuation difficulties in determining the Exchange Ratios  

The following valuation limits and difficulties came to light during the valuation process:  

 in applying market valuation methods, reference was made to market prices, which are 
subject to fluctuations, sometimes to a significant degree, due to the high volatility of the 
financial markets, and in particular of the banking sector, and consensus estimates 
characterised by subjective elements. Furthermore, the organisational and operational models 
of the banks included in the selected sample present elements of divergence from those 
adopted by the Companies Participating in the Merger;  

 the forecast data for the Companies Participating in the Merger were drawn up in February 
2016 - and thus before the preparation of the UBI Banca Group's Business Plan presented on 
27th June 2016, already based on the "single bank" model - and do not take account of 
subsequent systemic and macroeconomic events. Those forecast data were nonetheless 
deemed adequate and suitable for use in the valuation process for the purposes of the 
Merger;  

 by their nature, the forecast data present elements of uncertainty and subjectivity dependant 
on the actual occurrence of the hypotheses and assumptions used in formulating the 
forecasts.  

 

2.5 Illustration of the operating, capital and cash flow effects of the operation  

Pursuant to Art. 2504-bis of the Italian Civil Code, the Merger, or each of the mergers by 
acquisition considered by the Merger Project, will take effect for non-controlling interests from 
the date of the most recent registration of the deed of merger - pursuant to Art. 2504 of the 
Italian Civil Code - with the competent company registrar (Bergamo for UBI Banca and BPB, 
Cuneo for BRE, Milan for BPCI, Cosenza for Carime, Ancona for BPA, and Brescia for BBS 
and BVC), or the subsequent date, where applicable, indicated in the deed of merger (“Date of 
Effect”).  

With effect from the Date of Effect, UBI Banca will replace the Network Banks in all 
relationships to which the Network Banks were respectively party to, acquiring the relative 
rights and obligations.  

The transactions of each Merged Company will be recognised in the financial statements of UBI 
Banca, including for tax purposes, with effect from 1st January of the year in which the Merger, 
or the relative merger by acquisition, should the dates of effect be different, enters into effect for 
non-controlling interests.  

In reference to the above, it bears clarifying that, given the complexity of the activities, and 
particularly the IT-related activities, functional to the implementation of the entire project to 
merger the Network Banks, and thus with the aim of containing the related operational risks, the 
project is to be implemented - contingent on obtaining the prescribed authorisation - in three 
steps, each of which will have a specific of Date of Effect, according to the following general 
structure, which may be modified as necessary:  

• the first step will include the merger of BRE and BPCI;  

• the second step will include the merger of BPB, BBS and BVC; and  
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• the third step will include the merger of BPA and Carime.  

In any event, the Merger is expected to be completed by the end of the first half of 2017.  

With reference to the information already given in sub-section 2.3 concerning the Operation, the 
most significant economic impacts are reported below which can be summarised in cost savings 
once phase-in is complete (i.e. in the third year from the launch of execution of the project to 
merger of the Network Banks into UBI Banca) estimated at a maximum of approximately €80 
million a year, primarily attributable to staff costs, with the remainder consisting of other 
administrative costs and of IT costs (elimination of the Network Banks' clones) and real-estate 
costs (branch closures). The amount of the synergies indicated above assumes that the 
maximum projected efficiency gains are achieved at the level of the UBI Group's workforce.  

The above cost savings will be accompanied by one-off charges for the execution of the project, 
indicatively amounting to a maximum of approximately €198 million, also assuming the 
maximum projected efficiency gains at the level of the workforce, and primarily attributable to 
staff costs (in particular, redundancy incentives); the remainder of the one-off charges refers to 
other administrative expenses (mainly services, commercial notices for customers and closures 
of operating outlets), IT investments and the depreciation and write-off of assets. Essentially all 
such charges will be incurred in 2016.  

Apart from the synergies and costs of the project, no further impacts are envisaged because the 
Network Banks are already fully consolidated and therefore the Group’s results already reflect 
the impact of the aforementioned Operation.  

As concerns the effects on capital, as already mentioned, as a consequence of the Merger, UBI 
Banca will increase its share capital by a maximum of €189,444,377.50, by issuing a maximum 
of 75,777,751 ordinary shares without nominal value at the service of the exchanges of the 
shares of BRE, BPCI, Carime, BPA and BVC.  

On the other hand, the shares of BBS and BPB will be cancelled with no share exchange.  

Furthermore, an improvement in the Group’s regulatory position is forecast, estimated at net 
growth in the fully loaded CET1 ratio of approximately 30 basis points. That benefit is 
attributable to the strengthening of the capital position connected with the increases in share 
capital at the service of the individual mergers and to less inclusion of minority interests at the 
same time.  

The operation will not produce further significant impacts in addition to those mentioned above 
because the companies falling within the perimeter of the merger are already fully consolidated 
and therefore the Group’s results already reflect its impact.  

As concerns exceeding the indicators of importance pursuant to paragraph 1.1 of Attachment 3 
to Regulation No. 17221/2010 and Art. 3.1 of the Related Parties Procedure, the indicator of 
importance for assets and the indicator importance for liabilities are greater than the threshold of 
5%.  

The table below reports results of the analysis of the importance indicators:  
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Indicator   Description   
Numerator  

€(000)  
 

Denominator  
€(000)  

 
Indicator 

percentage 
 

Threshold 
of 

importance 

Indicator 
of the 
importance 
of the 
price  
 

 

The ratio of the amount 
of a transaction1 to the 
regulatory capital of UBI 
Banca taken from the 
most recent consolidated 
balance sheet published.  

 120,000  8,921,987  1%  5% 

Indicator 
of the 
importance 
of the 
assets2  
 

 

The ratio of the total 
assets of the entity 
involved in the 
transaction to the total 
assets of UBI Banca 
taken from the most 
recent consolidated 
financial statements 
published by the Bank.  

 36,686,769  116,660,235  31%  5% 

Indicator 
of the 
importance 
of the 
liabilities3  

 

The ratio of the total 
liabilities of the entity 
acquired to the total 
assets of UBI Banca 
taken from the most 
recent consolidated 
financial statements 
published by the Bank.  
 
 

 32,526,187  116,660,235  28%  5% 

 

 

Finally it is reported that UBI Banca will not publish the disclosure document pursuant to Art. 
70, paragraph 6 of the Issuers’ Regulation in relation to the Merger because the necessary 
conditions are not met.  

 

2.6 Impact of the Merger on the fees paid to the management body of UBI Banca and/or of 
its subsidiaries  

No changes in fees paid to members of the Management Board and the Supervisory Board of 
UBI Banca or to any of the companies directly or indirectly controlled by it are forecast as a 
consequence of the conclusion of the Merger.  

 

2.7 Possible members of management and supervisory bodies, general managers and 
senior managers of the issuer involved in the Operation  

No members of the management and supervisory bodies, general managers and senior managers 
of UBI Banca are involved in the Operation as related parties.  

In relation to the merger of BPB into UBI Banca, Osvaldo Ranica, a member of the 
Management Board of UBI Banca, made a declaration in a meeting of that board required by 
Art. 2391 of the Italian Civil Code in consideration of the position he occupies as General 
Manager of BPB.  

 

                                                 
1 The amount of the transaction in this case is the purchase and sale price of the CRC Special Shares (€120,000 thousand).  
2 This is the sum of the assets of the five Network banks involved in the Operation.  
3 This is the sum of the liabilities of the five Network banks involved in the Operation.  
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2.8 Procedure for the approval of the Operation  

2.8.1 Activities of the Related Parties and Connected Parties Committee of UBI Banca  

At the preliminary fact-finding stage of the Operation, the Management Board involved the 
Related Parties Committee, by providing full and timely reports.  

As already reported in the previous sub-section 2.4.1, the Related Parties Committee considered 
that it needed the support of an independent financial advisor, who was selected by the Related 
Parties Committee from a shortlist approved by the Related Parties Committee itself.  

To achieve this, the Related Parties Committee proceeded to: (i) interview representatives of 
companies included in the shortlist; (ii) negotiate the financial terms of the engagement 
according to terms and conditions in line with market practices for similar operations; and (iii) 
check the existence of the necessary requirements of independence and absence of relationships.  

As a result of those activities, the Related Parties Committee selected Citigroup as its advisor, 
which issued a special declaration certifying to its independence and the absence of conflicts of 
interest with the UBI Banca Group. Citigroup was therefore officially appointed by UBI Banca.  

As concerns the activities of the Related Parties Committee, this committee first made use of 
information provided on the “Single Bank “project (a project presented in the context of the new 
business plan) and on the consequent Merger Project in a meeting of the Supervisory Board held 
on 21st June 2016 during which the operating rationale behind the “Single Bank” project 
presented by the management of UBI Banca was examined and discussed. Much space was 
given here to assessments of the inherent interest of UBI Banca in carrying out the Operation in 
the broader context of the strategic development of the UBI Group.  

The Related Parties Committee held special meetings on 30th May, 13th June, 17th June, 20th 
June, 23rd June and 27th June 2016 in which the Related Parties Committee was able to give in-
depth consideration to various aspects of the Merger Project, within the limits of its 
responsibilities, and this included support from UBI Banca Management charged with these 
“extraordinary transactions” and from the independent advisor once it had been appointed.  

For the purposes of its own assessments, the Related Parties Committee examined the following 
documents made available to the Related Parties Committee itself by UBI Banca Management: 
a summary document containing a description of the Operation and the relative operating and 
capital impacts; operating and financial plans for all the Companies Participating in the Merger, 
including the UBI Group consolidated plan; a document summarising expected synergies from 
the “Single Bank” project; shareholders’ agreements in force between UBI Banca and the 
Foundations relating to BRE and BPCI; a draft version of the Merger Project. That same 
documentation was also made available to the independent advisor.  

The Related Parties Committee then took note of the fairness opinion issued by the Independent 
Advisor on 27th June 2016 with which it found that, on the basis of the activities carried out by 
that same Citigroup and with the qualifications and limitations contained in the aforementioned 
fairness opinion, and also assuming the Operation as a single operation, the Exchange Ratios 
relating, amongst other things, to BPCI, to the BRE Ordinary Shares, to the BRE Savings 
Shares and also the valuable consideration that UBI Banca has agreed to pay, amongst other 
things, to the CRC Foundation for the Purchase of the CRC Special Shares in accordance with 
the Purchase and Sale Agreement, are fair from a financial viewpoint. On the basis of the 
documentation examined and the aforementioned Citigroup fairness opinion, the Related Parties 
Committee, within the limits of its responsibilities and in light of the single nature of the 
Operation, issued a unanimous opinion on UBI Banca’s interest in carrying out the BRE Merger 
of the BPCI Merger and the purchase of the CRC Special Shares according to the terms set out 
in the Merger Project and the Purchase and Sale Agreement and also on the substantial fairness 
and advantageous nature of those terms.  
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The aforementioned opinion was provided by the Related Parties Committee on 27th June 2016 
also in accordance with the Connected Parties Regulation of UBI Banca and with Bank of Italy 
Circular No. 263/2006.  

The Related Parties Committee opinion and the Citigroup fairness opinion are attached to this 
Disclosure Document in Attachment 1 and Attachment 2 respectively.  

 

2.8.2 The procedure for the approval of the Operation by the Management Board and the 
Supervisory Board of UBI Banca  

With account taken of the opinion in favour given by the Related Parties committee according to 
the terms reported above, the Operation and the Merger Project were approved by the 
Management Board and by the Supervisory Board of UBI Banca – within the scope of their 
respective responsibilities – on 20th June 2016 and 27th June 2016 respectively.  

Following that approval, UBI Banca submitted an application to the Bank of Italy, pursuant to 
articles 56 and 57 of the Consolidated Banking Act, for authorisation for the merger and for the 
amendments to the articles of association provided for in the Merger Project.  

Following the issue by the Bank of Italy of an authorisation provision dated 30th August 2016, 
the competent boards of the Companies Participating in the Merger took note that the Merger 
Project had been approved by the supervisory authority and was therefore eligible for 
registration with the competent company registrars in accordance with Art. 2501-ter of the 
Italian Civil Code and Art. 57 of the Consolidated Banking Act. At the same time those boards 
resolved to employ as the financial position in accordance with Art. 2501-quater of the Italian 
Civil Code, the financial position as at 30th June 2016 resulting from their half yearly financial 
reports, which confirmed the range of values on the basis of which the exchange rates indicated 
in the Merger Project had been defined.  

 

 

UBI BANCA SPA 

THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER  

(Victor Massiah) 
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ATTACHMENTS  

Attachment 1: Opinion of the Related Parties Committee  

Attachment 2: Citigroup Fairness Opinion  

Attachment 3: Report on the fairness of the Exchange Ratios drawn up by Deloitte & Touche  



PARERE DEL "COMITATO PARTI CORRELATE E SOGGETTI COLLEGATI" DI 
UNIONE DI BANCHE IT ALIANE - UBI BANCA S.P.A. 

ai sensi (i) del Titolo V, Capitolo 5, della Circolare Banca d'Italia n. 263 del 27 dicembre 2006 recante 
disposizioni di vigilanza prudenziale per Ie banche in materia di attivitit di rischio e conflitti di 
interesse nei confronti di soggetti collegati e del "Regolamento per la disciplina delle operazioni con 
soggetti collegati del Gruppo UBI in attuazione del titolo v, capitolo 5, della circolare n. 263 del 27 
dicembre 2006, "nuove disposizioni di vigilanza prudenziale per Ie banche" (9° aggiomamento del 12 
dicembre 2011, recante elisposizioni in materia di attivitit di rischio e conflitti di interesse nei 
confronti di soggetti collegati)", adottato da Unione di Banche Italiane - UBI Banca S.p.A. ("UBI 
Banea") nonche (ii) del Regolamento Consob n. 17221 del 12 marzo 2010 recante disposizioni in 
materia eli operazioni con parti correlate e del "Regolamento per la disciplina delle operazioni con 
parti correlate di UBI Banca S.p.A.", adottato da UBI Banca 

I. PREMESSE 

n presente parere e reso dal Comitato Parti Correlate e Soggetti Collegati (il "Comitato") di UBI 
Banca nell'ambito di una complessiva operazione (I'''Operazione'' owero la "Fusione") di 
aggregazione e razionalizzazione del modello organizzativo del gruppo bancario facente capo a UBI 
Banca (il "Gruppo UBI"), secondo il modello della c.d. "Banca Unica", da realizzarsi attraverso la 
fusione per incorporazione nella capogruppo UBI Banca di sette banche temtoriali (congiuntamente, 
Ie "Banehe Rete" e, singolarmente, la "Banea Rete") appartenenti al Gruppo UBI, segnatamente: 
Banca Regionale Europea S.p.A. ("BRE"), con sede in Cuneo, Banca Popolare Commercio e 
Industria S.p.A. ("BPCI"), con sede in Milano, Banca Popolare di Bergamo S.p.A. ("BPB"), Banco di 
Brescia San Paolo CAB Societa per Azioni ("BBS"), Banca Popolare di Ancona Societit per Azioni 
("BPA"), Banca Carime S.p.A. ("Carime") e Banca di Valle Camonica - Societit per Azioni 
("BVC"). 

Sulla base dei dati fomiti dalle competenti funzioni di UBI Banca, il capitale sociale eli BRE, pari a 
euro 587.892.824,35, risulta ad oggi complessivamente detenuto, al 74,785% da UBI Banca, e al 
24,904% dalla Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Cuneo (la "Fondazione CRC"), ed e rappresentato 
da n. 904.450.499 azioni del val ore nominale di euro 0,65 ciascuna, di cui: (i) n. 789.548.506 azioni 
ordinarie; (ii) n. 68.591.443 azioni privilegiate nella distribuzione degJi utili e nel rimborso del 
capitale (Ie "Azioni Privilegiate") di cui n. 50.473.189 detenute dalla Fondazione CRC; e (iii) n. 
46.310.550 azioni di risparmio (Ie "Azioni di Risparmio") di cui n. 18.240.680 detenute dalla 
Fondazione CRC (Ie Azioni Privilegiate e Ie Azioni eli Risparmio, congiuntamente, Ie "Azioni di 
Categoria Speciale"). 

Sempre sulla base dei dati fomiti dalle competenti funzioni eli UBI Banca, il capitale sociale di BPCI, 
pari a Euro 934.150.467,60 e ripartito in n. 889.667.112 azioni ordinarie del valore nominale di Euro 
1,05 ciascuna, risulta detenuto per una quota pari al 83,763% direttamente da UBI Banca e per una 
quota pari al 16,237% dalla Fondazione Banca del Monte di Lombardia (la "Fondazione Monte" e 
unitamente alIa Fondazione CRC, Ie "Fondazioni"). 

Benche, come risulta dal Progetto di Fusione (come di seguito definito), il Progetto eli Fusione stesso 
"e stato redatto in un unico contesto temporale ed espositivo, ferme restando (i) I 'autonomia di 
ciascuna delle operazioni di ji/sione rigllardanti Ie singole Societa Incorporande e la conseguellte 
possibilita di dare attuazione al Progetto di Fusione in via integrale 0 parziale mediante 
/'incorporazione di tutte 0 alcune soltanto delle Societa Incorporande e (ii) la possibilita che alia 
Fusione sia data esecllzione anche con atti separati e/o con effetti a decorrere da date diverse. ", il 
presente parere e state redatto suI presupposto che Ia Fusione abbia carattere unitario e che, pertanto, 
la stessa sia da considerarsi quale insieme di operazioni inscindibili luna dall'allra COS] come 
I'Operazione e stata presentata al Consiglio di Sorveglianza nel corso della riunione del 21 giugno 
2016. 
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Secondo quanto riferito nel corso della riunione del Consiglio di Sorveglianza del 21 giugno 2016, il 
progetto di passaggio del Gruppo UBI dal modello "federale" a quello di "Banca Unica" e stato 
oggetto di approfondite analisi e valutazioni sviluppate da parte del Consiglio di Gestione - in 
particolare nei mesi di maggio e giugno nel contesto della defmizione del nuovo piano industriale -
anche con riferimento ai razionali economici del progetto della "Banca Unica". Sempre nella 
medesima seduta del Consiglio di Sorveglianza del 21 giugno 2016, 10 stesso Consiglio e stato 
informato che il Consiglio di Gestione del 20 giugno 2016 ha deliberato la redazione del progetto di 
fusione delle Banche Rete in UBI Banca (il "Progetto di Fusione"), disponendo la trasmissione al 
Consiglio di Sorveglianza di un primo set documentale tra cui la bozza del Progetto di Fusione che 
veTTa sottoposto all'esame ed eventuale approvazione del Consiglio di Sorveglianza nella prossima 
riunione del 27 giugno 2016. 

II suddetto Progetto di Fusione, una volta approvato dal Consiglio di Sorveglianza a norma dell'art. 
38.1, lett. m), della statuto sociale di UBI Banca (10 "Statuto"), sara trasmesso a Banca d'ltalia, ai 
sensi dell'art. 57 del D. Lgs. n. 385/1993 (il "TUB"), ai fini di ottenere la relativa autorizzazione, che, 
come e stato riferito al Comitato, dovrebbe essere rilasciata entro 90 giomi di calendario dalla 
presentazione della stessa. 

Sulla base della bozza del Progetto di Fusione messa a disposizione del Comitato risulta quanta segue: 

• a seguito della Fusione il capitale sociale di UBI Banca sarit aumentato mediante I'emissione 
di nuove azioni ordinarie prive di val ore nominale, al servizio della fusione di ciascuna delle 
Banche Rete, ad eccezione di BPB e di BBS la cui fusione non produrra, invece, alcun effetto 
sui capitale sociale e sui numero di azioni di UBI Banca, tenuto conto che BPB eBBS sono 
detenute al 100% da UBI Banca e pertanto il rispettivo capitale sociale sara infatti 
integralmente annullato senza concambio; 

• con specifico riferimento alia fusione per incorporazione di BRE, tenuto conto che Ie Azioni 
Privilegiate e Ie Azioni di Risparmio beneficiano eli un trattarnento preferenziale in sede di 
ripartizione degli utili netti (art. 22 della statuto sociale di BRE), la Fusione comport era una 
modificazione dei diritti di partecipazione per i titolari di tali azioni, in considerazione del 
fatto che Ie azioni di UBI Banca che saranno attribuite in concambio non godranno di un 
trattamento preferenziale in sede di riparto degli utili netti. Pertanto, i titolari di Azioni di 
Categoria Speciale che non avranno concorso alia deliberazione di fusione nelle rispettiva 
sede competente (I'assemblea generale dei soci per quanta riguarda i titolari di azioni 
privilegiate e I'assemblea speciale degli azionisti di risparmio eli cui all'art. 6 della statuto 
sociale di BRE per quanta conceme i titolari di azioni di risparmio) potranno esercitare il 
diritto di recesso (il "Diritto di Recesso") ai sensi dell'art. 2437, primo comma, lett. g), del 
codice civile; 

• con efficacia alla data di stipula dell'atto di fusione per incorporazione di BRE in UBI Banca 
e subordinatamente a detta stipula, rna con effetto giuridico antecedente alia stipula medesima 
(e sempre che la Fondazione CRC abbia espresso il proprio voto in favore della fusione per 
incorporazione di BRE), UBI Banca acquisterit, per cassa, dalla Fondazione CRC n. 
50.473.189 Azioni Privilegiate e n. 18.240.680 Azioni di Risparmio. Sulla base della bozza di 
accordo a mani del Comitato che dovrebbe essere sottoscritto tra UBI Banca e la Fondazione 
CRC prima dell'approvazione del Progetto di Fusione da parte del Consiglio di Sorveglianza 
di UBI Banca, e previsto che I'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale avvenga ad un 
prezzo complessivo di Euro 120.000.000,00. Dalla predetta bozza di accordo si evince, 
inoltre, che tale prezzo e da considerarsi determinato, fisso e immutabile e che e state 
convenuto tra Ie parti sull'assunto che, a partire dalla data di sottoscrizione dell'accordo e sino 
alia data di stipula dell'atto di fusione di BRE in UBI Banca, nessun utile, dividendo 0 altra 
distribuzione (in denaro 0 in natura) sia distribuito da BRE ai propri soci; e 
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• ai sensi dell'art. 2504-bis del codice civile, la Fusione avra effetto nei confronti dei terzi dalla 
data 0 dalle date dell 'ultima delle iscrizioni dell'atto di fusione 0 degli atti di fusione nei 
competenti registri delle imprese ovvero dalla data 0 dalle date successive eventualmente 
indicate nell'atto di fusione 0 negli atti di fusione, fermo restando che (i) Ie operazioni di 
ciascuna delle Banche Rete saranno imputate al bilancio di UBI Banca - anche a fini fiscali - a 
decoITere dal 10 gennaio dell'anno in cui Ia Fusione avra effeno nei confronti dei terzi; e (ii) 
in ogni caso, e previsto che I'esecuzione della Fusione sia completata entro Ia fine del primo 
semestre del 201 7. 

Inoltre, dall'esame della statuto sociale di BRE risulta che Ie decisioni dell'assemblea straordinaria dei 
soci inerenti fusioni che coinvolgano BRE debbano essere approvate con il voto favorevole di tanti 
soci che rappresentino almeno iI 76% del capitale sociale avente diritto di voto, attribuendo pertanto 
alia Fondazione CRC un diritto di veto sull'adozione di tali delibere (il "Diritto di Veto"). 

2. MOTIV AZIONI DELL'OPERAZIONE 

II Comitato prende atto delle motivazioni presentate al Consiglio di Sorveglianza del 21 giugno 2016 
poste a fondamento dell'Operazione, senza peraltro aver avuto modo di effettuare analisi 0 valutazioni 
autonome, che indicano che la realizzazione della Fusione, nell'ambito del piu generale contesto 
dell'Operazione e del progetto della c.d. "Banca Unica", e volta a conseguire, tra gli altri , i seguenti 
obiettivi strategici: 

• semplificare i processi decisionali nell'ambito del Gruppo e accorciare la catena di 
trasmissione delle deterrninazioni degli organi sociali di UBI Banca alle unita di rete, in modo 
da rendere piu veloce ed efficiente I'esecuzione delle iniziative individuate; 

• accrescere il grade di omogeneita delle modalita di applicazione delle politiche commerciali, 
creditizie e di gestione delle risorse umane nell'ambito del Gruppo, in modo da rafforzare - fra 
I'altro - un potenziamento del presidio dei rischi; 

• ridurre il numero delle attivita di natura gestionale e amrninistrativa in diversi ambiti operativi 
e cio con particolare riferimento aile funzioni di macchina operativa, eliminando altresi 
molteplici duplicazioni; e 

• realizzare significativi risparmi di costi, come conseguenza degli efficientamenti di cui ai 
punti che precedono. 

Sempre secondo I'informativa fomita nel corso del Consiglio di Sorveglianza del 21 giugno 2016 e 
con la precisazione che il Comitato non ha svolto valutazioni indipendenti, possono essere riportate Ie 
seguenti ulteriori considerazioni: 

(i) sui piano deU'assetto commerciale e distributivo, con I'Operazione si intende ridefinire 
l'attuale articolazione della divisione commerciale di UBI Banca, al fine di conseguire 
significativi benefici in termml di tempi ed efficacia di esecuzione delle iniziative 
commerciali nonche di costi; 

(ii) per quanta conceme I'assetto creditizio del Gruppo, iI modello individuato mirerebbe a 
realizzare uno snellimento del processo del credito tramite, fra I'altro, la riduzione del 
numero delle unita creditizie territoriali coinvolte neUa filiera deliberativa e una progressiva 
uniformazione dei meccanismi di gestione, che attualmente sono diversi per Ie Banche Rete. 
II nuovo assetto dovrebbe permetlere di conseguire rilevanti benefici in termini sia di tempi 
di assunzione - e, quindi, di efficacia - delle decisioni creditizie che di costi; 

(iii) sotto il profilo delle risorse umane, il nuovo assetto individuato contemplerebbe 
I'accentramento gerarchico deUe funzioni gestionali ad oggi svolte dalle Banche Rete a 
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riporto dell'Area Risorse Umane di UBI Banca, cosa che dovrebbe consentire di raggiungere 
un maggior grade di omogeneit' dei criteri gestionali del personale e una semplificazione 
degE aspetti amministrativi, con conseguenti benefici in termini di costi ed efficienza; 

(iv) sui piano dell'organizzazione, l'Operazione dovrebbe condurre all'accentramento in UBI 
Organizzazione delle attivit' di supporto per Ie tematiche organizzative alia rete distributiva 
e a una significativa riduzione delle attivita di presidio degE assetti organizzativi (per 
eliminazione delle singole legal enlity) e di predisposizione di normative interne, con 
conseguenti benefici in termini di costi; 

(v) per quanto concerne Ie funzioni di macchina operativa, l'Operazione dovrebbe produrre 
effetti rilevanti, riconducibili principalmente (i) all'eliminazione delle specifico ambiente 
informatico ("clone") di ciascuna Banca Rete; (ii) alia sempEficazione delle attivit' di 
gestione degli acquisti e di back office, nonche (iii) al venir meno dei contratti di servizio in 
essere fra ciascuna delle Banche Rete; 

(vi) sui piano degli assetti di governo e di controllo, l'Operazione consentirebbe di addivenire a 
uno snellimento dei processi decisionali e a un accorciamento della catena di trasmissione 
delle determinazioni degli organi sociali di UBI Banca, con significativi benefici attesi in 
termini sia di snellezza ed efficienza dei processi che di risparmi di costi; e 

(vii) sui piano delle sinergie complessive sotto il profilo dell'efficientamento dei eosti Ie stesse 
potrebbero essere stimate in mas simi Euro 80 milioni su base annua a regime, senza tener 
conto del possibile recupero di ulteriori imposte per il venir meno della doppia tassazione 
sui dividendi distribuibili dalle Banche Rete a favore di UBI Banca, a fronte di oneri una 
tantum attesi per I'esecuzione dell'Operazione quantificabili complessivamente in massimi 
Euro 198 milioni che dovrebbero venire interamente sostenuti ne12016. 

3. PRESUPPOSTI PER IL COINVOLGIMENTO DEL "COMITATO PARTI 
CORRELATE E SOGGETTI COLLEGATI" 

II presente parere e reso dal Comitato ai sensi (i) del Titolo V, Capitolo 5, della Circolare Banca 
d'italia n. 263 del 27 dicembre 2006 recante disposizioni di vigilanza prudenziale per Ie banche in 
materia di attivit' di rischio e conflitti di interesse nei confronti di soggetti collegati (la "Circolare 
263/2006") e del "Regolamenlo per 10 disciplina delle operazioni can soggelli collegali del Gn/ppo 
UBI in attuazione del lilolo v, capilolo 5, della circolare n. 263 del 27 dicembre 2006, "nuove 
disposizioni di vigilanza prudenziale per Ie banche" (9° aggiornamenlo del 12 dicembre 2011, 
recante disposizioni in maleria di allivila di rischio e conjlilli di inleresse nei confronli di soggelli 
collegali)", adottato da UBI Banca (il "Regolamento Soggetti Collegati") nonche (ii) del 
Regolamento Consob n. 17221 del 12 marzo 2010 recante disposizioni in materia di operazioni con 
parti correlate, come successivamente modificato (iJ "Regolamento 1722112010") e del "Regolamenlo 
per la disciplina delle operazioni can parli correlale di UBI Banco S.p.A . ", adottato da UBI Banca (il 
"Regolamento Parti Correlate"). 

3.1 Presupposti per l'applicazione del Regolamento Soggetti Collegati 

Ai sensi dell'articolo 2.2 del Regolamento Soggetti Collegati, Ie societ. controllate da UBI Banca 
rientrano tra i "Soggetti Collegati" a UBI Banca in quanta "Parti Correlate" di quest'ultima. 

L'articolo 5.1, lett. c), del medesimo Regolamento Soggetti Collegati stabilisce tuttavia che Ie 
procedure da esso previste per I 'approvazione delle operazioni concluse con Soggetti Collegati non 
trovino applicazione aile operazioni compiute da UBI Banea con societ. da essa controllate, qual ora 
in queste ultime non vi siano interessi significativi di altri Soggetti Collegati a UBI Banca. Ai sensi 
del predetto Regolamento si considerano sussistere interessi significativi di altri Soggetti Collegati, 
alia luce dei vantaggi patrimoniali che tali soggetti potrebbero conseguire dalla realizzazione 
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dell'operazione, qualora, tra I'altro, la soeiet. controllata 0 sottoposta a influenza notevole controparte 
dell'operazione sia partecipata, in misura alrneno pari al 20% del capitale, da uno 0 piiI Partecipanti 
diversi dalla Capogruppo. 

In eonsiderazione di quanta precede, il Regolamento Soggetti Collegati non trova quindi applicazione 
in relazione all 'incorporazione in UBI Banca di Carime, BPA, BPB, BBS e BVC, in quanta in nessuna 
di tali banche sussistono interessi significativi di altre parti correlate di UBI Banca ai sensi di quanto 
sopra ricordato. 

Per quanta riguarda BRE e BPCI e necessario segnalare quanta segue. 

Nel capitale sociale di BRE e BPCI, come indicato nel precedente paragrafo I, sono infatti presenti 
due soei di minoranza, la Fondazionc CRC e la Fondazione Monte, titolari, rispettivarnente, del 
24,904% del capitale sociale di BRE e del 16,237% del capitale sociale di BPCI. 

In virtU di due distinte pattuizioni parasociali in essere tra UBI Banca e Ie Fondazioni (i "Patti 
Parasociali") - una relativa a BRE e una relativa a BPCI - alia Fondazione CRC e alla Fondazione 
Monte e attribuita la facolt. di designare due arnministratori all'interno, rispettivarnente, del Consiglio 
di amministrazione di BRE e di BPCI. In eonseguenza della Fusione tali Patti Parasociali verranno 
menD. 

Ai sensi dell'articolo 2.2 del Regolamento Soggetti Collegati, sono Soggetti Collegati a UBI Banca, in 
quanta Parti Correlate (dirette) di soeiet. appartenenti al Gruppo, inter alia, i Partecipanti (come ivi 
defmiti) e i soggetti, diversi dai Partecipanti, in grade di nominare, da soli , "uno 0 piu componenti 
dell'organo con jimzione di supervisione strategica di UBI Banca 0 di altra componente bancario di 
un Intermediario Vigilato del Gruppo UBI, anche sulla base di patti in qualunque forma slipulati 0 di 
clausole stalutarie aventi per oggetto 0 per effetto I'esercizio di lali diritti 0 poteri". 

Le Fondazioni possono dunque considerarsi Soggetti Collegati a UBI Banca. 

Quanto all'applicazione dell'esenzione di cui al citato articolo 5.1, lett. c), del Regolamento Soggetti 
Collegati, la consistenza delle partecipazioni di minoranza detenute dalla Fondazione CRC e dalla 
Fondazione Monte - rispettivamente - in BRE e in BPCI, unitarnente alIa capacit. riconosciuta aile 
Fondazioni di esercitare un'influenza notevole su BRE e BPCI a!traverso la designazione di due 
componenti del Consiglio di amministrazione di tali societ., ha indotto il management e i competenti 
organi sociali di UBI Banea a ritenere che, in BRE e BPCI, vi siano interessi signifieativi di altre parti 
correlate di UBI Banea diverse dalle controllate medesime e che quindi la predetta esenzione non 
trovi applicazione, chiedendo quindi I'attivazione della proeedura prevista dal Regolamento Soggetti 
Collegati. 

Per quanta attiene, infine, alia natura dell'operazione, I'art. 4.1 del Regolarnento Soggetti Collegati 
qualifica come Operazione di Maggiore Rilevanza, a preseindere dal val ore, tutte Ie operazioni con 
Soggetti Collegati in relazione aile quali sia chiamato a deliberare il Consiglio di Sorveglianza ai sensi 
dello Statuto 0 in ottemperanza a quanta previsto dalle disposizioni del codice civile e da quelle di 
vigilanza sulla governance. 

Dal momenta cbe l'approvazione della Fusione rientra tra Ie operazioni di eompetenza del Consiglio 
di Sorveglianza di UBI Banca ai sensi dell'art. 38.1, lett. m), della Statuto, I'intervento del Comitato si 
rende necessario ai sensi e con Ie modalit. previste dall'art. 13 del Regolamento Soggetti Collegati per 
Ie operazioni di maggiore rilevanza. 

3.2 Presupposti per I'applicazione del Regolamento Parti Correlate 
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V.lut.zioni in p.rte an.loghe sono st.te condotte d.1 management e d.i competenti organi sociali di 
UBI in relazione all'applicabilita alia Fusione del Regolamento 1722112010 e del Regolamento Parti 
Correlate. 

Ai sensi dell 'art. 2 del Regolamento Parti Correlale, la Fusione realizza infatti un'operazione con parti 
correlale, dal momento che vi partecipano UBI Banca e sociela da questa controllate, che - in quanlo 
lali - sono parti correlale della medesima UBI Banca. 

Cia premesso, trattandosi di operazione conelusa Ira I'emittente e sue controllale assume rilievo la 
fattispecie di eselusione di cui all'articolo 4, lett. g), del Regolamenlo Parti Correlale, ai sensi del 
quale Ie regole procedurali previsle per I'approvazione di operazioni con parti correlale non si 
applicano aile operazioni compiute da UBI Banca con sociela dalla slessa controllate, a condizione 
che nelle sociela controllale interessate d.II'operazione non vi siano interessi significalivi di altre parti 
correlale alia medesima UBI Banca. 

Come gia vislo in relazione al Regolamenlo Soggetti Collegali, anche in queslo caso I'inlervenlo del 
Comilalo non si rende dunque necessario in relazione all'incorporazione in UBI Banca di Carime, 
BPA, BPB, BBS e BVC, in quanlo in nessuna di esse sussislono inleressi significalivi di allre parti 
correlate di UBI Banca. 

Con riferimento alia fusione di BRE e BPCI, sono slate effettuale approfondile valulazioni dal 
management e dai competenti organi sociali di UBI, anche con il supporto di aUlorevoli consulenli 
legali, per verificare (i) la riconducibilita dei soci di minoranza di BRE e BPCI - rispettivamenle la 
Fondazione CRC e la Fondazione Monte - tra Ie parti correlale di UBI Banca e (ii) I'eventuale 
presenza di inleressi significativi delle Fondazioni in BRE e BPCr. 

A lal fine, si ricorda che, ai sensi dell'Allegalo I al Regolamento 17221 /2010, si considerano parti 
correlale, tra gli allri, i soggetti che controllano I'emittenle, anche congiunlamenle con altri soggetti e 
coloro che detengono una partecipazione nell'emittenle tale da poler esercitare un'influenza nolevole 
sull'emittente, per tale inlendendosi il potere di partecipare alia deterrninazione delle poliliche 
finanziarie e gestionali dell'emittente, senza aveme il controllo. L'intJuenza nolevole si presume se un 
soggetto possiede, direttamenle 0 indirettamenle, il 20% dei voli esercilabili in assemblea ed e inoltre 
solitamenle segnalala quando un soggetto sia in grado di avere un. rappresenlanza negli organi sociali 
dell'emittente. 

Per valulare la sussislenza di lali condizioni, sono stale quindi esaminale Ie partecipazioni detenule 
dalle due Fondazioni nel capitale sociale di UBI e la partecipazione delle Fondazioni ad accordi di 
natura parasociale. Da tale analisi e innanzitutto emerso che la Fondazione CRC e la Fondazione 
Monle delengono una partecipazione nel capilale sociale di UBI Banca rispettivamente pari al 2,23% 
e all'I,598%. 

SuI piano parasociale sono slale valutale (i) la partecipazione della Fondazione Monte a un patto di 
sindacalo relativo a UBI e (ii) la partecipazione, da parte di entrambe Ie Fondazioni, ad un accordo 
parasociale vollo alia presenlazione di una lisla di candidati al Consiglio di Sorveglianza di UBI 
Banca in occasione dell 'assemblea del 5 aprile 2016. Da nessuno degli accordi esaminati sono emersi 
meccanismi che garanliscano aile Fondazioni una rappresentanza negli organi sociali di UBI Banca ne 
poleri individuali di influenza sulle decisioni di UBI Banca. 

Al riguardo, e stalo altresi tenulo conlo che, come precisato nella Comunicazione Consob n. 
DEMlI0078683 del 24 settembre 20 I 0 recanle indicazioni e orienlamenli per I'applicazione del 
Regolamenlo 17221 /2010, la mera partecipazione a un patio non comporta di per se che il pattisla sia 
parte correlala dell'emittenle, dovendosi rilenere che tale qualificazione ricorra per il singolo patlista 
solo qualora, per Ie specifiche caratteristiche del pal to, sia possibile riscontrare un controllo 
(individuale 0 congiunlo) 0 un'influenza notevole sull'emittenle. 
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In ragione di tutto quanto precede, e stato dunque rilevato che - suI piano formale - si puo ritenere 
che Ie Fondazioni non siano parti correlate di UBI Banca. 

Cio detto, in applieazione di una doverosa e prudente interpretazione sostanzialistica delle normativa 
in materia di operazioni con parti correlate, e tenendo conto delle caratteristiche specifiche di tale 
Operazione nonche di autorevoli pareri rilasciati a tale proposito, si e ritenuto preferibile trattare Ie 
Fondazioni quali parti correlate di UBI Banca. 

In particolare, sono stati considerati i seguenti elementi di fatto: (i) significativita della partecipazione 
di minoranza detenuta nel capitale sociale di due delle Banche Rete interessate dalla Fusione (BRE e 
BPCI); (ii) partecipazione delle Fondazioni a patti parasociali sottoscritti con UBI Banca che 
riconoscono alia Fondazione CRC e alia Fondazione Monte a\cuni diritti di governance, 
rispettivamente, in BRE e in BPCI (nomina di due amministratori); (iii) attribuzione alle Fondazioni, 
sempre in via parasociale, di aleuni diritti di designazione in relazione ad aleuni componenti degli 
organi sociali di altre societa del Gruppo UBI, diverse da BRE e BPCI. 

In aggiunta a quanto precede, e solo con riferimento alia Fondazione CRC, si e tenuto anche conto del 
potere di veto ad essa di fatto spettante in relazione alla fusione di BRE in UBI Banco, in virtU di una 
clausola della statuto di BRE che prevede maggioranze qualificate in assemblea per Ie operazioni di 
fusione. 

Le predette circostanze sono state esaminate anche per valutare la presenza di interessi significativi 
delle Fondazioni in BRE e in BPCI. 

In considerazione di tutto quanta precede, e in una prospettiva di rigorosa interpretazione, in termini 
sostanzialistici, della disciplina in materia di operazione con parti correlate e della ratio ad essa 
sottesa - i.e. Ia tutela degli interessi della societa emittente e di tutti i suoi azionisti - Ie Fondazioni 
sono state dunque considerate dal management e dai competenti organi sociali di UBI Banca, ai fini 
della prospettata Fusione, quali parti correlate di UBI Banca e l'esenzione di cui al ricardato articolo 
4, lett. g), del Regolamento Parti Correlate e slala ritenuta dagli stessi non applicabile in quanta gli 
interessi detenuti dalle Fondazioni in BRE e BPCI sono stati ritenuti significativi, attivando pertanto 
Ia procedura prevista dal Regolamento parti Correlate. 

Quanto alla natura, di maggiore 0 minore rilevanza, dell'Operazione, in considerazione del carattere 
strategico della Fusione e della rilevanza della stessa, essa e stata unitariamente considerata quale 
Operazione Strategica di Maggiore Rilevanza di Competenza Assembleare, con conseguente 
applicazione della procedura descritta dagli art!. 14 e 16 del Regolamento Parti Correlate. 

4. IL RUOLO E LE ATTIVITA' DEL COMITATO. LA NOMINA DELL'ESPERTO 
INDIPENDENTE 

Alia Iuce di quanta precede, il Comitato ha fatto proprie Ie considerazioni espresse dal management e 
supportate dai pareri legali rilasciati al Comitato stesso volte a far prevalere un approccio prudenziale 
e sostanzialistico rispetto ad uno formale condividendo quindi Ie conclusioni raggiunte circa 
l'applicabilita, al caso di specie, dei Regolamenti in questione. 

Cosi definiti i termini del proprio coinvolgimcnto, il Comitato ha ritenuto di avvalersi del supporto di 
un adviser finanziario indipendente, da individuarsi a cura del Comitato nell'ambito di una short list 
approvata dal Comitato stesso, accertandone previamente il possesso del requisito di indipendenza 
come d'allra parte attestato nella dichiarazione rilasciata al Comitato dall'Esperto Indipendente stesso 
(come di seguito definito). 

In partieolare, il Comitato ha proceduto a: 

(i) intervistare i rappresentanti delle societa incluse nella short list; 
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(ii) negoziare i contenuti economici dell'incarico secondo tennini e condizioni in linea con la prassi 
di mercato per operazioni analoghe; e 

(iii) verificare la sussistenza dei necessari requisiti di indipendenza e non correlazione, per Ie 
finalita dell'incarico in questione. 

Dopo un'attenta analisi, il Comitato ha individuato quale proprio adviser finanziario indipendente 
(I"'Esperto Indipendente") Citigroup Global Markets Limited. L'incarico e stato quindi fonnalmente 
attribuito all'Esperto Indipendente selezionato dal Comitato da parte di UBI Banca. 

Per quanta riguarda I'attivitil svolta dal Comitato, il Comitato si e innanzitutto awalso dell'infonnativa 
fomita sui progetto di "Banca Unica" - progetto presentato nel contesto della definizione del nuovo 
piano industriale - e sui conseguente Progetto di Fusione nell'ambito della riunione del Consiglio di 
Sorveglianza tenutasi in data 2 I giugno 2016 nel corso delle quali sono stati esaminati e discussi i 
razionali economici del progetto di "Banca Unica" presentati dal management di UBI Banca e 
dall'adviser finanziario di UBI Banca Morgan Stanley dando ampio spazio aile valutazioni inerenti 
I'interesse di UBI Banca al compimento dell'Operazione nel pill ampio contesto della sviluppo 
strategico del Gruppo UBI. 

Inoltre il Comitato ha lenulo proprie specifiche riunioni rispettivamente in data 30 maggio, 13 gjugno, 
17 giugno, 20 giugno, 23 giugno e 27 giugno 20 I 6 nel corso delle quali il Comitato ha potuto 
approfondire aleuni aspetti del Progetto di Fusione nei limiti di quanta di propria competenza anche 
con iI supporto del management di UBI Banca deputato aile "operazioni straordinarie" e dell'Esperto 
Indipendente, quest'ultimo una volta nominato. 

II Comitato ha quindi redatto il presente parere tenuto anche conto del contenuto della 
documentazione messa a disposizione del Comitato stesso dal management di UBI Banca 
(segnatamente, il documento riassuntivo di descrizione dell'Operazione e relativi impatti economico
patrimoniali e sull'azionariato finale; i piani economico/finanziari di tutte Ie societa coinvolte 
nell'Operazione - incJuso consolidato del Gruppo UBI; un documento riassuntivo delle sinergie attese 
dal progetto di cd. Banca Unica; Ie pattuizioni parasociali in vigore con Ie Fondazioni relativamente a 
BRE e BPC; e il Progetto di Fusione - documentazione peraltro messa a disposizione dal management 
di UBI Banca anche all'Esperto Indipendente) nonche della fairness opinion rilasciata dall'Esperto 
Indipendente. 

A fini di mera chiarezza, il Comitato non ha partecipato aile negoziazioni che hanno pennesso di 
strutturare e definire i termini ed il perimetro dell'Operazione, non ha proweduto ad effettuare alcuna 
autonoma valutazione relativa all'Operazione nel suo complesso e aile singole fusioni delle Banche 
Rete, ivi incJuse Ie valutazioni circa, tra I'altro, i piani economico/fmanziari di tutte Ie societa 
coinvolte nell 'Operazione (ivi incJuso quello consolidato del Gruppo UBI), la valorizzazione delle 
azioni UBI Banca nonche di quelle delle Banche Rete, ne gli e stata fomita a1cuna perizia circa Ie 
attivita e/o passivitil di UBI Banca e delle Banche Rete. Alia luce di cii>, il Comitato non esprime 
alcuna opinione circa il merito della struttura presentata dal management nel contesto della 
definizione del nuovo piano industriale rispetto ad altre strategie di business alternative, ne rilascia 
alcun parere su qualsivogJia altro aspetto dell'Operazione diverso dalla fusione per incorporazione in 
UBI Banca delle Bauche Rete BRE e BPCI e dall'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale. 

5. RILASCIO DELLA FAIRNESS OPINION DA PARTE DELL'ESPERTO 
INDIPENDENTE 

In data 27 gjugno 20 I 6, l'Esperto Indipendente ha rilascialo la propria fairness opllllon ("Cit; 
Fail-ness Opinion") concludendo che, alia data di rilascio della stessa, sulla base dell'attivita svolla e 
con Ie precisazioni e limitazioni in essa contenute, nonch6 assumendo l'unitarieta dell'Operazione, i 
rapporti di concambio relativi, tra I'altro, a BPCI, a BRE azioni ordinarie, a BRE azioni di rispannio, 
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nonch" il corrispettivo che UBI Banca corrispondera alia Fondazione CRC per I'acquisto delle Azioni 
di Categoria Speciale risultano congrui da un punto di vista finanziario . 

6. ANALISI E VALUTAZIONI DEL COMITATO 

6.1 Interesse al compimento dell'Operazione 

Sulla base della documentazione e delle informazioni fornite dal management di UBI Banca, il 
Comitato ha preso atto che la Fusione, da effettuarsi nei termini prospettati, ivi inclusa 
l'incorporazione di BRE e di BPCI all'intemo della capogruppo UBI Banca, dovrebbe portare, nel suo 
complesso, a semplificare i processi decisionali nell'ambito del Gruppo UBI, (i) riducendo la catena di 
controllo e rendendo COS1 piu efficace ed efficiente l'operativita di UBI Banca e del Gruppo UBI; e (ii) 
realizzando significativi risparmi in termini di costi per il Gruppo UBI stesso. II Comitato ha inoltre 
preso atto dell'indicazione fornita dal management anche nel corso delle riunioni del Consiglio di 
Sorveglianza circa il fatto che tali circostanze potrebbero riflettersi positivamente suI futuro 
andamento reddituale della capogruppo UBI Banca, potendo creare pertanto valore per tutti gli 
Azionisti della slessa. 

Tali valutazioni, come riferite dal management di UBI Banca, risultano perseguibili solo considerando 
e attuando rOperazione in maniera unitaria e ritenendo pertanto che tutte Ie fusioni, incluse in 
particolare quelle di BPCI e di BRE, nonch" I'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale (Ie solo 
operazioni interessate dal presente parere) siano propedeutiche e necessarie alia realizzazione del 
progetti di "Banca Unica", 

II Comitato pertanto ritiene che sia corretto, da un punto di vista metodologico, valutare l'interesse di 
UBI Banca all'esecuzione delle fusioni di BPCI e di BRE in UBI Banca - Ie solo operazioni insieme 
all'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale interessate dal presente parere - nel contesto delle 
finalita perseguite da UBI Banca attraverso la realizzazione dell'intero progetto di "Banca Unica" e 
dei possibili vantaggi da esso derivanti in termini di efficientamento delle attivita e delle strutture 
nonchO di risparmio dei costi, vantaggi che potrebbero, secondo Ie indicazioni fomite dal management 
di UBI Banca, significativamente ridursi nel caso in cui una 0 piu Banche Rete non partecipassero al 
progetto di riorganizzazione e aggregazione complessiva. 

Allo stesso modo, sulla base dell'informativa data dal management di UBI Banca, anche rinteresse di 
UBI Banca a procedere all'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale sembra necessariamente 
connesso all'Operazione nel suo insieme, dal momento che mira di fatto a semplificare il 
procedimento di Fusione, riducendo Ie incertezze derivanti dall'eventuale esercizio del Diritto di 
Recesso da parte degli attuali azionisti di minoranza di BRE e quindi favorendo la speditezza e la 
certezza dell'intero procedimento di Fusione, nonchO sembra rappresenlare un elemento essenziale e 
non negoziabile dell'Operazione volto anche a favorire il processo di diversificazione del patrimonio 
detenuto dalla Fondazione CRe. Tale valutazione e svolta anche in considerazione dell'esistenza di un 
sostanziale Diritto di Veto riconosciuto alia Fondazione CRC ai sensi dello statuto sociale di BRE, il 
cui voto e infatti determinante in seno all'assemblea straordinaria dei soci di BRE per poter approvare 
qualsiasi delibera di fusione che coinvolga BRE stessa. A tale proposito, infatti, il Comitato e stato 
informato che, nell'ambito dell'Operazione, la Fondazione CRC avrebbe assunto l'impegno a votare in 
senso favorevole alia fusione di BRE in UBI Banca, COS1 consentendo I'assunzione di tale deJibera. 

Le ulteriori intese in corso di negoziazione tra la Fondazione CRC e UBI Banca - nel conlesto 
dell'accordo relativo al predetto acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale - relative a BRE e al 
territorio di riferimento di BRE, non sembrano, a giudizio del Comitato, pregiudicare l'interesse del 
Gruppo UBI alla reaJizzazione dell'Operazione nel suo complesso ed in particolare all'esecuzione 
delle fusioni di BPCI e di BRE in UBI Banca (Ie solo operazioni insieme all 'acquisto delle Azioni di 
Categoria Speciale interessate dal presente parere). 
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6.2 Correttezza procedimentale e sostanziale delle fusioni di BPCI e di BRE nel contesto 
dell'Operazione nonche dell'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale e sua 
convenienza per UBI Banca 

Sotto il profilo della convenienza e correttezza sostanziale delle condizioni delle fusioni di BPCI e di 
BRE nel contesto dell'Operazione della Fusione, il Comitato rileva che: 

(i) il Consiglio di Gestionc di UBI Banca si e avvalso del supporto di un primario adviser 
finanziario, Morgan Stanley di comprovata professionalita, per la determinazione degli 
elementi economici e finanziari della Fusione, incluse quindi anche Ie fusioni di BPCI e di BRE; 

(ii) l'Esperto Indipendente ha confermato che i rapporti di concarnbio relativi, tra I'altro, a BPCI, a 
BRE azioni ordinarie, a BRE azioni di risparrnio, nonche il corrispettivo che UBI Banca 
corrispondera alia Fondazione CRC per l'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale risuItano 
congrui da un punto di vista finanziario; e 

(iii) il management ha confermato che la convenienza dell'Operazione, principalmente per la parte 
che riguarda la fusione per incorporazione in UBI Banca delle Banche Rete BRE e BPCI risulta 
comprovata da motivazioni industriali, strategiche e finanziarie che illustrano I'idoneita della 
Fusione a generare val ore per gli azionisti di UBI Banca. 

7. CONCLUSIONI 

In considerazione di tutto quanto precede, ai sensi dell'articolo 5.1 del Regolarnento Parti Correlate e 
dell'articolo 6.1 del Regolamento Soggetti Collegati, il Comitato esprime, nei limiti di quanta di 
propria competenza, all'unanimita, alia luce del carallere unitario dell'Operazione anche ai fini di 
permellere al Gruppo UBI di conseguire significative sinergie cosi come indicate dal management, 
parere favorevole sull'interesse di UBI Banca al compimento della fusione per incorporazione in UBI 
Banca delle Banche Rete BRE e BPCI e all'acquisto delle Azioni di Categoria Speciale, nei termini 
sopra descritti, nonche sulla convenienza e correttezza sostanziale degli stessi. 

II presente parere viene reso disponibile al Consiglio di Sorveglianza di UBI Banca unitamente alia 
Jairness opinion. 

Milano, 27 giugno 2016 

I Componenti del Comitato Parti Correlate e Soggetti Collegati 

(Armando Santus - Presidente) 

(Letizia Bellini Cavalletti) 

r7~~ rp: 
\ 
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(Paola Giannotti) 
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